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INTRODUCi'ION.

No more astonishing development has taken place in modern
literature than the rapid growth of t he drama.

A quarter of

a century ago, critics and scholars were inclined to look
with de s pa ir upon the drama.tic outlook .

Before 1890 little

or nothing had been accomplished which could be called the
beginnings of an English drama worthy of the name.
However, a beginning had been made in Europe.

In 1877

modern drama began with the appearance of a Norwegian drama of
a distinctly new type.
was first produced.

In this year, Ibsen's Pillars of Society

But the new drama first found extensive

recognition in Frcmce, where most ne w movements find encouragement.

In 1887, in PariS, the Thea tre Libre was opened and

dedicated to the new drama. literary as well as dramaturgic.
Two years later in Berlin, the performance of Hauptman~8 Before
Dawn at the opening of the Freie Bftjhne marked the . produotion
of the first modern German drama, as well a s the beginning of
the naturalistic sohool.

During all this time England had

accomplished Tery little along the lines of the new drama.

Not

until 1892 do we fi nd an English play which is thoroly modern
in thought and structure.

During this year the Independent

Theatre was opened by the "·production of George Bernard Shaw'
first play. Widower's Houses.
followed the s ame lines

of

8

From this time on, English drama

development which had been taken by

continental produotion.
The prominence of the drama in modern literature inevitably
suggests a oomparison with drama produoed in the earlier periods
of English literature.

This requires a return to theElizabet~an A~e

2

for,

~ce~t

~

in two brief periods when the plays of Otway and

Congreve, and those of Goldsmith and

Sheridan)we~e

written,

no other age has 'hown such a development of the literary
play.

But there are many differences in the situation.

The

drama of today is forced to oontend against a number of other
literary types, which have)for upwards of two hundred ye a rs,
held their places in the popular opiLion to the exclusion of
the drama.

Poetry, essay) and novel, particularly. the novel,

have all surpassed the drama 4uring this interval, and are all
being produced today with as great an activity as ever.

On

the other hand, during the Elizabethan aee the drama was the
leading tJipe producei.

Favored by the Court, encouraged by the

nobles and by the populace alike, with scarcely any

iit~rary

rival worthy of note, it developed to a height whioh few
literary types have ever reached.
Puritan

/'lQ ..t.!i
~

Not until the rise of the

and the simultaneous deoadenoe of the drama did

its power wane, and until the olosing of the theatres in 1642 it
was the leading type.
But if there is a differenoe in the conditions whioh gave
bet Lvee)l

it birth, there is a wider differenoe

~

the spirit whioh is

expressed in the drama of the Elizabethan time. and that found
in the drama of the present.

We find, it is true, various types

presented in the drama of. today; apart from the naturalistio
School we find the delicate romanticism of Barrie and Stephen
Phillips; we find also a group of symbolistio dramas after the
manner of Maeterlin~k and Hauptman~s later plays.
modern drama is pre-eminently social.
has seized

u~on

But the

Like the modern novel, it

the new interest in social

~elfare,

and its

resulting studies of the oonditions affeoting oontemporary life.

3

Under such influence. it is not surprising to find the greater
portion of the drama dealing with realistic situations.

The

interest in social problems has also led to the frequent
present~tion

of type characters and situations.

On the other hand, we find in the writings of the
Elizabethan period. the romantic spirit supreme.

The love of

the unusuu1 and the marvelous. the delight in brave deeds. and
wond,rous sights. had an especial appeal to a poet who. like
Marlowe or Shakespeare. was "of imagination all oompact".

kn

age which every day rejoiced in the disoovery of new wonders.
in which extravagance of every sort mingled with one's daily
life, was naturally more interested in the deeds of famous
heroes of distant lands and times than in those events which
thronged the streets of London.

Consequently. we find that

the popular playwrights ' of the time. those of the "royal
sUooession" who wrote for the court. Marlowe. Shakespeare.
Beaumont and Fletcher. Massinger. Shirley, and Ford. all dealt
with romantic subjects and situations.
are the favorite heroes of tragedy.

Kings and

~r1nces

Tamburlaine and Maobeth.

Hamlet and Edward. Dukes of Milan and Florenoe, in the hands

ot these masters>led the way for the lesser dramatists who did
their feeble best to follow into the realm of ultra.romantio
tragi 4-oomedy.
But about 1600. a few writers of this period dared to
Write of real life.

Oooasiona11y there appeared a murder play.

suoh as Arden of Feversham,or A Yorkshire Tragedy. based upon
an actual oocurrence.

Other writers becume interested in the

life of the people apart from its Talue as a souroe of comic
scenes, and a group appeared whose plays dealt chiefly with

4.
social conditions and problems.

Thomas Heywood found tragic

po •• ibilities in the marital relations of the country
gentleman; Dekker . with his intimate acquaintance with all
phases of London life, found a touch of pathos in the humblest
Circumstances; Middleton occasionally saw in the London citizen
s omething besides a source for a comic type; and Rowley raised
the enotions of the ordinary man above the necessi t :/ of being
considered as a butt for the rude jokes of the groundlings.
While Ben Johnson m~de of the London citizen a comic humor,
these men invested him with dignity as a manr

g ~ve

to him

human sympathy, and presented his problems as social problems
Which conoern all his fellows.
At this point, it is well to determine just what .is
meant by the term social drama.

Social drama is that type

of drama which has for its theme a problem touching the
interests of society at large, or a great part of that SOCiety.
It deuls with social oonditions and with problems involving
the Soc1al relations.

Its characters are of importanoe, not

as individuals in situations peculiar to themselves, but as
representatives of society as a whole in situations which
frequently' oocur in society.

As a result, there is a tendenoy

to present characters as types rather than as individuals.
purpose is generally of & more or less didactic nature:

Its

to

expose the eTile existing in the sooiety portrayed and to
Suggest or to bring about a suggestion of a remedy.
Social drama

."

perennial problems.

so far as oan be observed, deals with
While it is true that we can find in the

Sooial drama of today. themes which the Elizabethans did not
treat, if we may judge by the preserved plays, we oannot assume

5

that these problems were {lot present in Elizabethan Ilfe.

In

Mr. Galsworthy's Strife there is a problem which is hard to
parallel in the earlier drama, but the labor question was
nevertheless

~ery

real in the seventeenth century.

Scarcely

any problem can be sugeested which had not its importance
then as now, altho the emphasis has in some cases shifted to
. different phases.

qU~8tion

The

of honor appeared then as now;

the problems which dealt with women were equally importa.nt;
the unfaithful wife and the prostitute were as familiar then
as now; altho there has been some change in the attitude

o~

men regarding the double standard of morals, the problem had
to be met at all times.

These and similar problems will

endure so long as society endures. and so long as

thes~

problems endure there will be men and women who will gladly
weluome any attempt at a solution.
For this study of the social drama five plays have been
selected from each of the two representative periods.

The

chOice has been influenced by two considerations. the excellence
of the playas a play. and the significanoe of the sooia1
problem for which it attempts a solution.

Three plays from

each period present problems connected with woman.

The

integrity of the family relations and the treatment of the
unfaithful wife is the

t~eme

of

! Woman Killed !!!h Kindness

by Thomas Heywood. and of Candida

by George Bernard Shaw.

The attempt of the fallen woman to regain reapeotabllity is
the problem presented in The Honest Whor. by Dekker and

-

-

Middleton, and The ' Second Mrs. Tangueral by Sir Arthur Hing
Pinero.

-

!h! Roaring

-

Q!r!. also ~ ».kker and Middleton, and

Aindle Wakes by Stanley Houghton are concerned with the revolt
against the double standard of morality.

The fourth problem .

6.

is that of personal and national honor, presented respectiyely
by Middleton and Rowley in A Fair Quarrel
Galsworthy in The Mob.

The supernatural element

the fifth pair consisting of The Witch
~owley;)

and by John

.

anQ Ford, and The Faith Healer

and playwright, William Vaughn Moody.

!2!.

pervad e ~

in

Edmonpton. by l}okk~:r .

by the American poet

7.•

CHAPTER I.
1.

~

FIVE PLAYS OF 1600.

Woman Killed With Kindness--Thomas Heywood.

Thomas Heywood, gentleman. was a native of Lincolnshire, according to his own account. 1
The exact date of
his birth is unknown; Fleay thinks not later than 1572. 2
while Ward allows a date as late as 1575. 3

He was for a

time a resident in Cambridge, and altho the college records
furnish no information, it seems

probabl~

that he held a

fellowship in Peterhouse, but for some reason did not receive a degree.

He was in London possibly as early as

1594, certainly in 1596, when he first is mentioned in Henslowe's accounts as the author of a play.

From this date

on, he was continually connected with the theatre, both as
Playwright and as actor:--with Derby's men in 1599; in
1601-2 with Worcester's men, later Queen Anne's; with the
Lady Elizabeth's players; and in 1634 with the King's men.
During this time he produced an astounding number of plays,
having, by his own statement, had an entire hand, or at
least a main finger "in two hundred and twenty pluys.,,4

Mr. Fleay attempts, not with entire success, to explain away
as
one hundred and eighty of these plays in which Heywood had

"

acted or introduced "gagS",but scaroely presents suffioient
reason for doubting the statement of the author.

He appar-

ently ceased to write for the .stage about 1634, having le~t
1. T~ English Traveller, Dedication; Verses for Yorke's Bo~ .
~ Heraldrl·
"
2. Fleay, I, p. 281. (A B-:'OyCq"L<:"~L Q.~""\'It~)e)
3. Ward, II, 551.
.
4. The English Traveller, Address To The Reader.

8.

off acting several years

~arlier.

5

During these later years

he was occupied with many nondramatic works, which are most
of them rather inconsiderable when compared with his dramatic
6
out-put.
He was still living in 1648.
From the meagre information that we can obtain regarding the life of Thomas Heywood, we glean two facts that
are of especial interest to us in the study of this particular play.

First, we find that as a native of Lincolnshire, --

he knew thoroly the life of the English country gentleman.
The fiery passions of the foxhunting squires were no more
familiar than were the gentler and subtler human feelings
which his knowledge of the lives and souls of his countrymen enabled him to reveal with a tenderness and delicacy of
inSight almost unequaled among his contemporaries.

In the

second place, Heywood 'took his theatrical work very serious- -ly.

He tried almost every variety of drama known to the

Elizabethan stage,--chronicle plays, mythological .plays,
quasi-historical romances, romantic representations of real
life, and domestic or social drama.

His biographer, Kirk-

man,? declares he either wrote or aoted something every day
of his life.

With An Apology

i2!

Actors (1612) he entered

the oontroversial field in defense of his chosen profeSSion,
maintaining the beneficial influence of the stage.
unfortunate that

hi~

~t

is

zeal did not inspire him to a desire

for accurate printing and preservation of his dramas.
Altho attempting almost every variety known to the

e·• gambrfdge
Fleay I, 281.
History VI, p. 100.
7.

ourt~ope, IV, p ; 212.

9.

drama, Heywood's greatest accomplishment was in the field of
domestic drama, a realistic presentation of contemporary life and manners.

The fact that the citizens to whom Henslowe's

playwrights catered seemed to prefer the realistic type,
added to the fact that Heywood's naturally delicate touch
made his work especially appealing, gave him immediate popularity.

Of the several dramas produced along this line,

the greatest is the subject of the present study, The Woman
Killed With Kindness.
~- This

play was first acted in 1603 by Worcester's

men, the last play of Heywood's produced by this company
before it took the name of Queen Anne's Men.

It is un-

certain at which of Henslowe's theatres it was performed,

-

.

probably The curtain;8 altho possibly at The Rose or The

--

-

jtortune.'

Almost the exact date is set by two entries in
10
Henslowe's Diary, dated the 5th and 6th of March, 1603.
It may have been first performed during the latter part of
February.

The date of composition is unknown, but in the

absence of conflicting eVidence, one assumes that the performance took place shortly after the play was completed.

It

was first published in 1607, and by 1617 had reached a third
edition.
- - Ita popularity "is attested by several references in
11
contemporary and subsequent works;
in Middleton's ~ Black
Aoo~, published in 1604; Flet~her's The Woman's Prize, de8. Fleay I, p. 291.
9. Temple, Ed. IX.

10. Henslowe's Diary pp. 249, 250.
11. Ward II, p. 562. '_

~

10.

soribed as "an old play" at its performance in 1633; in The
Night Walker, by Shirley, 1634; and in Farquhar's

~ ~ ~

Bottle, as late as 1699.
No direct SOUIc.es for the central plo:t are known,
but it is not diffioult to believe that it was derived from
oontemporary events.

It is quite possible that Heywood owed

muoh to the realistic murder play: from the realism of horrible
deeds

~o

tne serious play of real life is a natural step,

altho the changes involved served to disguise the type pretty
thoroly.

The motive in the new type becomes a social problem

and involves the moral aspect of the situation, while the
earlier variety had focuased the interest upon the ideas of
death and revenge.

The later type also differs from

s~ch

Plays as Arden of Feversham and a Yorkshire Tragedy in being
Concerned, not with historical events, altho reproducing
oontemporary life and manners.

The subordinate plot, as

SYmonds points out,12 is derived from an Italian Novella by
Illioini, but so reoast as to fit quite naturally into its
English setting.

The title is an old proverb, appearing

several times in other pieoes, notably in The Taming of

ill

~hrew, IV, I, 221.

The play itself, like most of the Elizabethan plays,
Oontains two plots, the second echoing the theme of the first,
Whioh are bound together with a considerable degree of skill.
The ~u~ual feature is discovered in the fact that .both plots
deal with SOCial problems.

The central theme is a question

Of justice, presenting the story of a deceived husband, whO~
12. SYmonds, S~kes£eare!s Pred~cessors, 368.

11.

coming to a knowledge of ' his wife's guilt, refuses to exact
.-. -~

the customary punishment, but allows both his wife and her
paramour to live, only banishing the former to a distant
manor, where she dies in repentanoe.

The seoondary plot,

which is neither so pleasant nor so skilfully handled, presents the double theme of chastity and honor, but is wellnigh orowded entirely into the baokground by the pat.h os of
the closing scene.
The scene of the play is in Yorkshire, among the
middle class; especially realistic touches are found in the
underplot in suoh passages as the hawking matoh, and the
bitter quarrels between Aoton and Mountford.

Current

amusements and affeotations are introduoed, but the clQse
reader is enabled to get a touch of the oity thru the play,
for however well HeyWood knew the country, he loved London
first and frequently shows his affection.
The oharacters presented are real oharaoters, not
tyPes.

The four oentral figures of the main plot, Frankford,

Mistress Frankford, Nicholas,and Wendoll are drawn olearly
and

naturally.

We oannot help feeling that there are some

flaws in the oharacterization; that the wife yields too
easily to temptation, a fault which is also found in another
Play, and that the nobil,ity and generosity of Frankford are
a trifle strained in allowing the escape of the treacherous
Wendoll.

However, they appeal to us as real oharacters,

and without doubt, they were welcomed by the author's public
as presenting aotual contemporary life.
In selecting blank verse as a medium for his dramatio
work, Heywood followed the praotioe of his oontemporaries.

12.

Frequent rhymes are introduced;and like his fellows, he
puts prose in the mouths of the servants, exoept in a few
speeches of that very superior servant, Nicholas.

The

verse, while showing none of the brilliance of Shakespeare,
is charming in its Simplicity.

The fact that verse is

used at all is liable to strike us as inconsistent with a
realistic subjeot, for verse is a distinotly romantio imPulse.

Naturally Heywood was influenced by the prevail-

,. ing romantio style, as were many others who wrote on realis-

A further note of explanation is the result

tio subjects.
of Saintsbury's

conclusion that Heywood found it easier to

write verse than prose. ·

"There is something of a tap-and-

oistern quality about it (Heywood's verse), and it is never
the earth-born and heaven-seeking fountain of Shakespeare.,,13
As to the quality of his poetry, I oannot do better than to
quote Charles Lamb's praise: "Heywood is a sort of prose
Shakespeare.
affeoting.

His soenes are to the full as natural and
But we miss the Poet, that whioh in Shakespeare

always appears out and above the surface of the nature.

Hey-

Wood's charaoters, his country gentlemen, etc., are exaotly
What we see (but of the best of what we see) in life.
Shakespeare makes us believe while we are among his lovely
oreations, that they are. nothing but what we are familiar
With, as in dreams new things seem Old, but we awake and sigh
f Or the difference." 14
In depth and tenderness of sentiment, The Woman
t
13. Sai~bury.
History of English Prosody, II, pp. 80-81.
14. Lamb. English Dramatic Poets, p. 100.

l3.

Killed With Kindness strikes a responsive chord seldom
touched by the greater romantic poets of the day.

Two

plots do not produce an absolute unity of tone, but such was
quite evidently not the intention of the author.
He expects
to appeal to various tastes. l5
Simplicity and directness
of style, coupled with an honest and homely pathos, gives
Heywood a high place among the literary artists of his day.
It is difficult to make selections from those passages which
exemplify these attributes.

Perhaps most typical of his

power is found in the passages quoted by Charles Lamb, after
Frankford has discovered that his wife has been unfaithful.
The pathos and the simplicity of his cry. "0, Nan, 0, Nan,"
beggar all attempts at analysis.

Mistress Frankford's

comment when the lute is sent to her later, is inimitable.
" I know th e lut e;

0f

t 0 th ee; lUue b 0 th are out
t 'h
ave I
sung

of time, both out of tune."
Altho the pathos of the final scene allows us for
a moment to forget the moral problem involved, it is but for
a moment.

This is a novel treatment of a theme which was

qUite common in Elizabethan literature, a social problem
which we must believe appeared with some frequency in
Elizabethan life.

Our playwright, while deploring that

severity of judgment,

th~t

lack of a true feeling of humanity

appearing so often among his contemporaries, nevertheless
UPholds the same rectitude of judgment, the same true manliness of spirit which later oalled fori~, a universal sympathy
in the work of Richardson and Steele.

16.

See Epilogue.

14.

2.

The Honest

~bore.

Parts 1 and 2.--By Dekker

and Middleton.
It is our misfortune to possess very little definite
information regarding the life of Thomas Dekker, that rare
personality whose genius approaches that of Shakespeare more
nearly than any other of the Elizabethans.

Practioally all

the facts obtainable are to be gleaned from his own writings.
References in his prose works tell us that he was born in
London.

1

There has been wide divergenoe of opinion upon

the date of his birth, but his own evidenoe seems to point out
rather oonolusively to 1'5 72. 2
Sinoe it is impossible to traoe
his family among the many and variously spelled occurrences
of the name in various registers, we can find nothing of his
early life and education.

The supposition that he was of

DutCh extraotion finds no evidence save in the name and his
fondness for Dutch dialect. 3

Evidence is also lacking to

Support the tradition that he was a scholar at the Merchant
Tailors' School, or indeed that he learned any trade whatever; and he probably never attended either university.

His

intimate acquaintance with all phases of London life gives

1. "Thou beautifullest daughter of the two united monarchies.
From ~hy womb receive~ I my being:--from thy breasts nourishment!"
Induction to Seven Deadly Suns, 1606.
"0 London! thou mother of my lIfe, 'iillrSe of my being."
A Rod for Runawals, quoted,
- Hunt, p. 11.
2."This is no sermon but an Ep.istle dedicatory, whioh dedioatas
those discoveries and my three score years devotedly yours
in ~ best servioe." Dedication added to English Villainies,
1632. Hunt, p. 12.
3 See for example, ~ Shoemaker's Boliday.

15.

ground for the conclusion that most of his training was
obtained from the city itself.

His style and the quality

of his humor aver his gentility and refinement.

He is somei'he!:l

times called 'gentleman' by his contemporaries,--andAsuggest
that in temper and training he was on the same level with
Shakespeare.
Dekker's name occurs frequently in two connections:
as a writer of plays and pamphlets, and as a victim of the
English prisons.

Fleay conjectures that he began his

dramatic career as early as 1588,4 but Fleay places the date
of his birth in 1567.

Henslowe mentions a Fortunatus play
in 1596, but that was probably not Dekker's first work. 5

Among the plays touched or written during this early period
are probably Phillip

a~d

Hyppolita, 1594; Marlowe's Faustus,

1594; and ~ French Doctor~probably the same published in
Under date of 1597, Henslowe
1653, as The ~ of Venice. 6
records a payment of twenty

shi~lings

for "a booke· of Mr.

Dicker's,,,7 evidently a part payment upon Phaeton~ which was
produced the next year and later recast by Ford.

In 1698

another entry informs us of the payment of forty shillings
to release Dekker from imprisonment in the counter. 9
During.
the same year he produced a poem, The Calamity of Canaan,
Completed the play already mentioned, was again arrested and
again released by an advance from Henslowe.

In 1599 he was

engaged with Chettle in the co~positionof Troyelles and
4. Fleay, I, 119.
~. Hunt, p. 29.
• Fleay, I, 119-20.

7 . . O. Smeaton, Ed. Old Fortunatus.
8. Cambridge Hist.,-v!, p. 67.
9. Fleay, I, 120.

16.
Cressida, and other plays on Greek themes.

This year also

saw the production of The Shoemaker's Holiday, which shows
his comic muse at her best, despite Fleay's doubt of his
authorship.
The story of Dekker's life henceforth, is but a
calendar of the dates of his publications and terms of his
imprisonments.

Until 1602-3 he was writing for Henslowe.

In 1601 he took part in the controversy against Jonsan,
producing Satiromastix.

In years when the plague necessitated

the closing of the theatres, as it did in 1603~4 and 1605-9,
he turned easily to the writing of popular prose pamphlets.
From 1611 to 1622 there is no record of any original dramatio
contribution by this author.

Oldys tells us that he was
+0

imprisoned in the King's Bench from 1613 lm.Il 1616 and "how
much longer he could not tell."

Dekker's own reference to
10
this experience is found in Dekker, .-his Dreame; 1620.
"The bed in which I lay seven years dreaming."
Smeatonll
thinks that nine of these eleven years were spent in prison,

but Dekker's own reference in divers places to a seven-years'
experience gives rise to a conclusion that this was the exact
1 engt~ of his imprisonment. 12
After his release he wrote
plaYa for various companies, frequently in collaboration with
Ford.
From 1627 to l629 ' he was City Poet and composed the
MaYor's Pageants of that period.
Nothing is known of his
death.
He is not heard of af~er 1632; whether he lived longer or died in poverty, we can only guess.
16. Cambridge Hist. VI., 58.
11. Ed. Old Fortunatus, p. 3.
12. Hunt, Dekker, 167.
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We gain a closer knowledge of the man from his plays
and -prose works.

Warm-hearted and sincere, he shows a keen

sense of justice and a thorough dislike for anything whiCh
savored of servility.

His keen observation)which enabled

him to produce such excellent realistic pictures of his own
time, was flavored with a breadth of sympathy found in none
of his fellows.
Dekker's literary career may be roughly divided
into five periods.

Before 1598 he appears as a sort of

" . t'

-<prentice writer, generally retouching old plays, but occa,.
sionally working alone or with others upon original work.
Plays which reveal his individual temper are Old Fortunatus,
~he

Whore of Babylon, and

~

Weakest Goeth to

last being written in conjunction with Webster.

~~,

the

The first

named is recognized as one of his best in spite of its faults
in structure and character portrayal.

The didactic element

is skilfully subordinated to the artistic but is nevertheless
present.

Fleay notes that not the least important fact

regarding this play is that the sum paid for it marks Dekker
as among the foremost dramatists of the time.
From 1598 to 1603 he was in the service of the slavedriver, Henslowe.

During this time he collaborated with

various other of Henslowe's craftsmen.

The names of Chettle,

HaUghton, and Webster all appear on title pages in company
With that of Dekker.

His most important independent works

during this period a~e The Shoemaker's Holiday, an inimitable
Picture of city life, and satiromastix, a reply to Jonsan's
!getsster.

After 1603 the influence of Middleton made itself
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felt and is found in a number of plays, the best in which
Dekker ever shared.

To this period belong the plays in

which Middleton collaborated.
Roaring~;

The Honest

-

and The

~~ore,

as well as those with Webster, Westward li£! and

Northward 1!2,1, one wi th Massinger, ~ Virgin Martyr; 13 and
three plays without assistance,

.u 11 ~ ~~,

~

Honest Whore, Part II;

and Match l!!!! .!!1 London.

From 1612 or 1613 Dekker was in prison.

His fifth

period begins upon his release and shows several plays
collaborated with Ford, the best being

~

Witch

~

Edmonton,

1622, and The Sun's Darling, 1624, a later form of the early
~haeton; next to these stands ~ Wonder ~ ~ Kingdom, 1623.

More than anv other dramatist of his time, Dekker
seems to have known the seamy side of life.

This accounts

for much of the sympathy which he shows toward his erring
Characters.

But it does not account for all.

There is a

sweetness, a tenderness, a humanity, in the plays of Dekker,
Which makes an appeal second only to that of the master spirit
of the Elizabethan age.

These qualities, combined with his

Own good nature and refinement and his never failing wit, make
all of his plays actual reproductions of London life and render
a group of them worthy of a place among the best of the social
dramas, not only of his own age, but of all ages of English
dramatic activity.
The first of this gr~up of serious social dramas
is also the first wh,ich shows the presence of Middletonian
influence.

1h!

Honest Whore, Part I, was printed in 1604

13. Miss Hunt points out (p. 155) that Dekker and Massinger

did not work together upon this play, and that the latter's
share was probably a reoast of an earlier play by Dekker.
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with a second edition the following year.

Part II was not

printed until 1630, altho first entered upon the Stationers'
Register in 1608.

Part I appears to have been written in

1603 or 1604, and was acted during the latter year by the
Prince's servants at The Fortune, under Henslowe's direction.
There is no reason for believing that the seoond part was not
written immediately after the suooess of the first and played
by the same company.

Certainly it is unlikely that Dekker

would allow a long time to intervene before following up a
popular success, especially when an acquaintance with the
earlier play is so essential to the second.
also aid in the dating of both plays.lO.

Several allusions
In Part I an

allusion to the siege of Ostend (IV, It 35) and a reference
to leap year t as well as one to Othello, suggest the date
1604.
Part II has also a reference to Othello; the "1600
sOldiers"

of V, II, is conjectured by Fleay to refer to the

eight hundred vagabonds seized in 1603 and sent aboard the
Dutch fleet.

The purging of the suburb houses suggests a

date contemporary with . Measure ~ Measure t while there are
various allusions to other plays but none o.t later date than
1604.
The question of authorship is a puzzling one. The
16
1604 edition of Part I bore Dekker's name alone.
Middleton's
Connection is established by an entry in Hens1owe's Diary.17
JUBt what proportion of the work is Middleton's, has never
been satisfactorily Rettled.

i~· F1eay, It 131.

Symonds is of the opinion that

• Henslowe's Diary.Greg.p.232.

16. Ward, II, 462.
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his share is slight. 18
added some few touches. 19

ward Admits that Middleton may have
On the other hand Fleay is con-

vinced that Middleton wrote much of the play, assigning to
him scenes 2 and 4-12, leaving for Dekker only scenes 1, 3,
13 and 15.
the play.
labor. 20

This is quite unsatisfactory to most readers of
Miss hunt's study shows a better division of the
She pOints out the fact that certain situations

Occuring in this play are frequent in Middleton's other work.
Among these is the marriage of a courtesan to a prominent male
character, which is found in A Trick ~ Catch ~ ~ ~,
.Mad World,and MichaelmasTerm.

A

Her suggestion is that the

germ of the plot was furnished by Middleton, while Dekker himself is responsible for most of the actual composi tion, 'or at
least that Dekker drew his plot from Middletonian influence,
for Dekker was a most versatile craftsman.

She is more

confident that the Candido plot is Middle ton's creation, altho
believing that Dekker held the pen.
Part II is quite evidently the work of Dekker alone,
in spite of the testimony of Dyce to the contrary.21
No sources have been discovered for either part.

It

is not difficult to believe that the essential ~eatures of
maJor and minor plots weEe .drawn from the London life, which
Dekker and Middleton both ~ew so well.

The realism of the

Bedlam and Bridewell scenes is strong evidence for such a
POSSibility in spite of the frequent occurrence of such scenes

18. Cambridge Hist. VI, ch. III.
19. Ward, II, 462.
20. Hunt,
p. 95, ff.
21. Swinburne.
Ag,o~ Shakespeare, p. 75.
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as conventional comic deviQes.
Like The Woman Killed With .K1ndness, The Honest
Whore is a serious social drama of the domestic type.

Un-

like the earlier play, it has no tragic ending and intDoduoes
a oomio underplot.
several other types.

There is, besides, a notable infusion of
The Hippolito-Infelioe story is a marked

imitation of the romantio drama speoifioally represented by
Romeo and Juliet, to whioh it may owe some suggestion for its
inoidents.

The oomio soenes of the patient man refleot the

JonSOnian oomedy of humors, while the inoidents of the oentral
plot owe much to the oomedy of intrigue and manners.

The

presentation of what was a very real sooial problem of the
time and its solution with an honest regard for moral j~tioe
and fair dealing justify the

~e

of the term domestio with

regard to this play.
The theme of Part I shows the reformation of a
oourtesan and her attempt to repair her fall by marriage to
her first betrayer.

Part II shows her struggle with the way-

wardness of her "highflying" husband and her oourageous
denial when temptation appears in the person of the very man
who had originally turned her to virtue.

This plot is rather

effeotively oonneoted with the romantio plot, since Hippolito,
the oentral figure of the latter, is the means of Bellafront's
conversion in Part I, and her tempter in Part II.

The third

Plot, "The humors of the Patient Man," shows little relation
to the serious parts of the play and was patently added for
its cOmdc effect.

It is, however,

so well done as to be

welcomed for its own sake and gives ri se to some
ohoioest poetry of the play.

0

f the

Candido, the patient man, is
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one of the most genuine humors of Elizabethan literature, while
his sudden oonversion in Part II is no less amusing than
surprising.
In general, however, the oharaoters are presented
as individuals.

The oentra1 figure, Bel1afront, is "a very

woman," presented in a most effeotive and sympathetio maImer.
Her steadfastness under temptation furnishes an almost ideal
oase, perhaps as Hazlitt suggests, the oonverse of the adage,

"a reformed rake makes the best husband."

In these two

Plays Dekker surpassed himself in oharaoter portrayal.

His

Oustomary failure to present a oomplete and oonsistent oharaoter is not disoovered here.

Be11afront, her gay, dissolute

hUsband., and her altogether delightful father have been amply
u-

1a~ed by Haz1itt and Swinburne, who have rendered vain. any

further attempts at praise.
The romantio oonventions led to the looation of the
Boenes in Milan.

One need read only a few lines to find

that the situation is thoroly English, as are also the oharaoters.

The introduotion of the Bedlam and Bridewell soenes

furnish proof of that.

The names of several oharaoters,

however, show the presenoe of the romantio fashions.

Con-

temporary events and oharaoters are introduoed; the sooia1
Class varies from the a~istporaoy of the romantic, and the
gentility of the major plot, to the tradesmen of the underplot.
True to the disposition of the principal author, the
Play reflects a moral earnestness not found in many of the
Plays of the period.

I defer to Hazlitt, who says the play

tnvolves "all the romance of private life; all the pathos of
concealed grief; all the tenderness of concealed affection."
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Even in the coarser passages there is an underlying health and
vigor that goes far to reconcile the over- critical reader.
Unlike the greater number of Elizabethan dramatists, and
particularly unlike his co-laborer, Middleton, Dekker paints
the faults and follies of mankind vdth a touch of sympathy
and charity, while maintaining his ethical integrity.

What-

ever depths of sin Dekker may portray, he has always a high
regard for ~orality, and this play is no exception.
Charles Lamb did Dekker no injustice when he declared that he "had poetry enough for anythlng."
R.--

the play, we find passages of fin~ poetic feeling.

Thruout
One need

only mention the description of the dead 1nfelioe, or of her
sUdden illness:
" Bickness' pale hands
Laid hold on thee even in the midst of feasting,
And when a cup crowned trlth thy lover's health
Had touched thy lips, a sensible cold dew
Stood on thy cheeks, as if that death had wept
To see such beauty alter.
I '

This play shows the chief features of Dekker's blank verse
stYle. 22
The regularity of rhythm, the common ocourrence of
mascUline endings; the frequent dropping into rhyme without
any intention of keeping it up, the rhymes themselves o~ten
oCourring between lines belonging to different speeches, or
between a fragmentary line and a whole line; examples of all
these are found in both plays.

He turns easily into a free

flOWing prose and back again with scaroely a break, with the
oooasional introduction of a passage of supreme exoellenoe in
22. Most of these oharacteristics were first pointed out by
Saintsbury.
English Prosodl, 1I,75. A careful analysis
for Dekker's verse has been made in Pieroe's Collaboration
~ Webster ~ Dekker.
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.

.

its "Shakesperian weaving of blank verse."

23

The oonolusion

suggested is that the frequent medioore passages were due to
negligenoe. oarelessness. a disinolination to take the trouble
to reaoh the heights he oould attain. or that his genius was
only occasionally oapable of lofty flight.

His fondness for

dialect is exemplified in the almost forced introduotion of
the Irish footman of Part II. while his delight in slang
expressions, finds an outlet in some of the more oolloquial
soenes of the underplot.

The general effeot of the whole is

best summed up by Hazlitt. who praises "The simplioity and
extravaganoe of style; its homeliness and quaintness."
3.

The Roaring ,Q!tl, --by Middleton and Dekker.
Thomas. only son of William Middleton. gentleman.

was born about the year '1 5701 probably in London.

Nothing is

known of his eduoation altho some allUSions in his works suggest
that he may have been a University man. 2

In 1593, a Thomas

Middleton was admitted to Gray's Inn, a seoond in 1596.
BUllen and Ward identify the dramatist with the former. while
Havelook Ellis thinks it more probablt that the latter was
The date of his marriage is unknown. but there
Our poet. 3
is a reoord of the ohristening of his son in 1604.

In 1620

he was appointed City Chronuloger. in whioh oapaoity he disOharged his duties faithfully until his death.

In 1624

he was threatened with. possibly even endured, a short term of
23. Saintsbury. II. p~ 75.
1. So BUllen, Ward and Symonds. Fleay assignssthe year 1568.
2. Ward, II, 493. Se A Chaste Maid in Cheapside. I. I.
3. BUllen, Ed. I. XII.- Ward !I~~Ellis. Mermaid I. XXXIX.
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imprisonment, as a result o.f political allusions in A ~ of
Chess.

He died in 1627 and was buried on July 4th, in

Newtington Butts, the suburb which had been his home sinoe
1623 at least.
In his early days, Middleton seems to have tried
two literary types before he decided to devote himself
exclusively to the drama.

In 1597, under his own name, he

Published The Wisdom of Soloman Paraphrased, an especially
POor piece of •verse •
Two years later appeared Microcynicon,
Si.3 Snarling Satyres, signed "T. M. Gent."
These are of
little value, and possibly are the work of another author. 5
Somewhat later we find two tracts especially valuable to the
student of Elizabethan social life, Father Hubbard's Tale,
and

~

Black

~.

These both appeared during 1604 and are

both Signed with the initials "T. M."

After thi s date,

practically all Middleton's work was dramatic.
His period of dramatic apprenticeship probably
began early.

Tho he is first mentioned in Henslowe's Diary

in 1602, it is more than probable that he had had a hand in
several plays before that time.

Both The Old Law and The

---

-

M!lo~ ~ Queenborough show evidences of youthful composition,
but were probably revised or worked over for later prodUotions.
We learn from Henslowe that in 1602 he had whole
Or part share in at least four plays, besides furnishing prolog and epilog for a revival of Greene's Friar Baoon. 6
By 1602 then, we find ·that Middleton was fairly
5. FslfefsiY (11,89) notes toot Middleton's full name was usually
6
xed to his works •
• Henslowe's Diary, pp. 221, 222, 227, 228, 241.
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well established as a dramatist.

For some fifteen years

after that date he was busily engaged in developing the
powers of that particular variety of the comedy of manners
with wrich his name has been associated.

The earliest play

of this group, Blurt Master Constable, 1602, shows a curious
struoture of sordid realism built upon a romantic base.
The later plays of this period show an increase of realism
and satiric portrayal of manners and a corresponding decrease
in romantic flavor.

A Trick to Catch

and A Chaste Maid in

Cheapside are thoroly realistio.

~

Old One (pr. 1608)

this period he cOllaboratej with Dekker in two

During

sooial dramas,

already discuesed,--~Honest Whore, and ~ Roarins ~t
PUblished in 1611.
Middleton's third period is marked by the influence
of Rowley.

Between 1617 and 1620, six of Middleton's plays

were published. five of them being the result of collaboration
With Rowley.
of romance.

In most of these plays there is a stfong tinge
The one independent play,

~

Witoh (1620) is

chiefly interesting; because of its possible relation to

~aobet~.

Among the collaborated works are two which surpass

the WOrk of either author alone.

The 1!!! Quarrel (16l7)

1s to be considered further in this studY.

~ Changeling

(1620) is one of the most powerful dramas outside of Shakespeare's work.
His last years show a return to realism and satire.

~he b.est play of this group is A Game ~ Chess (1624) which
was literally a nine days ' won
der, b ecausa 0 f it s dar i ng
allUSions to the projected Spanish Marriage.
Middleton seems never to have been a

~vorite

O~~

among his fellow workers.

'J ons;n sneered at him while

few of the others mentioned him, fewer still in a complimentary way.

Nevertheless his greatest works, The Roar-

ing~, ~~

--

Quarrel,and The Changeling, to mention no

more, are sufficient to give him a place far from the lowest
rank of all.
The first play to deal with the woman question was
~ Roaring~,

by Thomas Dekker and William Middleton.

It was published in 1611,11 and acted perhaps during the
previous year at the Fortune Theatre, by the Prince's players.

According to Fleay, it was composed after Westward

~! 1604, and before st. Dunstan's Day. May 19, 1605, and

was revised by Dekker for acting in 1610.

In the absence

of proof we can only let his statement stand alongside that
of Bullen, who believes that the two authors worked on the
Play together and that it was probably not written before
1609-10. 8
The plot of the play was frankly the result of the
public interest in the dOings of Mary Frith, The Roarigg

~.

She was born in 1584 or later, the daughter of a ,s hoemaker.
From childhood she could not endure the ordinary life of girls
but instead showed the keenest delight in those sports and
pastimes delegated particularly to the masculine sex.

She

Was sent out to service but abandoned it, donned masculine
attire and "to her dying day would not leave it off."

She

also has the credit of , being the first woman to olaim smoking
7. Fleay,. I, 132. The Roaring Girle,
been lately aoted on , The Fortune
Players. Written by T. Middleton
8. BUllen, ',Vorks.:-.4..I? XXXV. Miss Hunt
110.
IJ

or Moll Cutpurse. as it has
stage by the Prince. His
and T. Dekker.
dates the play 1610, p.
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as a privilege of her sex.
at Paul's Cross.

In 1612 she had to do penance

The reoord shows that she seemed very

penitent. but was later fo und to have been maudlin drunk at
the time.
life.

For a long time she s1aggered her way thru London

It is said that she once robbed and wOQnded General

Fairfax on Harnslow Heath.

She kept under her a gang of

thieves who pilfered after her model.

She died shortly before

the Restoration of Charles II.
She appears rather frequently in literature.

Under

the date of August. 1610, is entered on Stationers' Register,
a pamphlet by John Day, upon The Madde Prancks of Merry
~

the Bankside.

-==;;;..:;;.~

~

Others appear later, but apparently none at

an earlier date, which seems to give credence to Bullen's,
sUPPosition that Moll's exploits were scarcely so notorious
as to give rise to a play before 1605.

The story of the

female knight has been idealized in its portrayal.
The cant term Roarer was applied to the riotous
Swaggerers of the city, somewhat after the fashion of the
Apaches of ~ later date.

It appears again in ! .!lli

Altho it is easy to detect the presenoe of each
author in the play, it is more difficult to say just what
soenes are to be attributed to each.

In general, Dekker

seems to have taken the lead in collaboration with Middleton.
In this play, the main plot. with its faults of metre and of
at
.
Yle. the presence of extravagant imaginative passages,
and the irregular rhyme, as well ·as the poetic quality reVealed. clearly pOints ' to Dekker. 9

On the other hand, the

9. Saintsbury. Hist. of. Eng. Prosody. Wiggin. Inquiry into
Middleton, Rowley Col1ab. Pierce--Dekker.
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second act shows all the characteristics of Middleton in the
creation of characters of manners.

The smartness of the

dialog, even the names of the citizens and shopkeepers,
Gallipot, Laxton, Greenwit, bear an inevitable suggestion of
Middleton's comedy of manners.
out the exact scenes Which
some difficulty.

But when we attempt to point

each author contributed, we meet

Critical opinion allows that Dekker wrote

all of Act I, and Act III, probably scene 2 of Act II, perhaps a share of IV, 2, and the greater part of Act V. 10
This diVision gives to Dekker the scenes in which the prinCipal character appears, as well as those city scenes which
introduce the thieves' argot, in which he was particularly
Well versed.
The Roaring

~

is an example of the realistic

development of the comedy of London life and manners.

It

is placed among the plays of this study by virtue of its
heroine, in whom is found the first consistent and sympathetic

BtUdy of the individual rights and longings of woman in drama.
The Moll of the play is by no means the swaggering drunken
MOll Cutpurse who did penance some few years later.

She is

a strong and courageo~ creature, whose sword,like that of
Captain Aver, is never drawn except in a good cause, and who
gOes about, a female knight~--errant, endeavoring to right such
Wrongs as may fall within her power.

"Worse things," writes

l{iddleton in the address to the comic play-readers, "I must
needs confess, the wor,ld has taxed her for, than has been
10.

So Bullen--Fleay gives to Middleton II, 2; IV, 2; V, 2;
I, XXXVII. Bullen's apportionment is accepted by Miss
Hunt.
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written

of

~

her; but 'tis the excellence of a writer to

leave things better than he finds them."

In the play she

appears as the aid of young Sebastian Wengrave, disappointed
by his father's refusing to allow his marriage to his be-

t~rothed, Mary Fitzallard.

To win his desire he feigns

a love affair with Moll cutpurse, who enters willingly into
the defense of true love. until Sir Alexander. frightened
by the prospect of a Roaring Girl for a daughter-in-law,
grants consent for the former marriage.
is aSide from the exploits of M~ll.

But the story itself

She first appears in

the second act in the midst of the petty tradesmen of the
City.
Their wholesome respect for her, the foolish misjUdgment of Laxton, Trapdoor, and others, introduce her to
her audience.

Her upright courage and quickness to see a

wrong and right it "as soop as seen, endear her; while her
Cleverness in out-witting Sir Alexander. only brings her
further admiration.
the Play.

She is not only the chief character of

She is almost the only character who stands out

With distinctness as an individual.
The citizens and tradesInen
• Young men about town, are types of the comedy of manners,-tYpes that are rather well drawn in Middleton's
fashion.

~wn

peculiar

This play is particularly interesting because of
Beveral references to the stage, and to the printed forms.
In the
introduction to the printed copy. we find a reference
to the
price of the book. sixpenoe.
Within the play itBelt. We find allusions to the prices at the theatre
"~

doors~

Welve penny stool gentlemen. "II and later to the twopenny

11. A. II, I. "

.,J. •
admission paid for the pit.
Both prose and verse are used freely in the play.
FOllowing the general Elizabethan practice, the latter is
introduced in the more serious scenes, the former reserved
for servants and comic passages.

Thus we find most of the

dialog in the Wengrave story in verse, while the citizens
COmmonly speak in prose.
exactness, however.

This rule is not carried out with

With a serious touch in Act IV, scene

2, Gallipot, Openwork, and their wives rise to verse, while

major characters are prone to drop into prose occasionally.
The verse of the central plot shows the chief features of
Dekker's poetry.
We note also

A poetic strain pervades it throughout.

the same tendency to drop easily into an irreg-

ular rhyme that was found in ~ Honest Whore~' frequent
l"ecurrence of the rhyme between lines belonging to different
apeakers, and between half lines and whole lines intimate
that mUch of the actual writing was Dekker's.

The thieves'

Slang in V, I, is almost certainly his, and illustrates the
El1azbethan fondness for mere words, which is also found in
the "ROaring Boys," of A~ Quarrel.
The playas a whole is somewhat more closely woven
and more skilfully contrived than are most of Dekker's. His
laok f
a constructive power seems to have been balanoed by
the more
consist-ant work of IPIiddleton.
'~es

. Dekk8l"

The Moral tone, despite the presentation of vulgar
.
and coarse jests, is high.
This is largely due to

, Who, altho he ~iked to picture soenes of grossness,
to deal
With bawds and whores, yet kept before him an ideal
lVhiQh
He never lost
tempered and raised all his pictures.
Sight of the
sacredness of the family relation, and this goes
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far toward maintaining a moral conception in the presence of
so irresponsible a moralist as Middleton.

ru

4.

Fair Quarrel, --by Middleton and Rowley.

Middleton probably first came into close relation
With ROwley about the year 1614, altho no drama resulted
f

rom the combination
As

td

un~ 1617.

in Dekker's case, we know very little of the

life of William Rowley.

He was born about 1585 and became

an actor quite early.

Before 1610 he was acting in the

Company of the Queen!s Men, for whom he seems also to have
written some Plays.l

In that year he became a member of the

DUke of York.' s Company, changed in 1613 to the Prince of .
Wale's Company.

In 1614 he was brought into contact with

Middleton by the amalgamation of the Lady Elizabeth's Company
and Prince Charles' Men,2 who played for two years at the
Hope. 3
From 1617-1620 he continued to act with the Lady
Elizabeth's men but also collaborated with Middleton in the
oompOsition of some of the best dramas produced by either.
Two of t hes~~ Old Law, and A ~ Quarrel belong to the
Year 1617; the other three, ~ World Tost ~ Tennis,

~ni~

GYpSY, and!h! Changeling appeared

next Year finds him with
COCkpit.

th~

The

Lady Elizabeth's Men at the

in which he also seems to have acted 5

When Played by the King's Men.

~le~y,

1620.

In 1624 he aided Fletcher in the composition of

~ ,Mag --in the Mill 4
. - . ---'
. ~:

abo l~

1h2

11-89.

• 1~. B. --Rowley-Seccombe.

t
He retired from t he sage
3. Fleay-Hist. of Stage,263.
4. Fleay, Histof stage, p.306.
5. Ibid, p. 269.
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about three years later, and, we 'hear from him ohiefly as a
writer of plays from that time on. 6
Between 1633 and 1638
his name is attaohed to four plays.

The best of his unguid-

ed efforts is All's Lost ~ Lust. a fine tragedy presenting
a serious and moral outlook,whioh appeared in 1633.

He

died Some time after 1637. possibly as late as 1642.
The influenoe of Rowley upon Middleton seems to have been more
serious than that of Dekker.

Dpring this period, Middle-

ton turns to more romantio themes; the stage experienoe of
his collaborator is markedly notioeable in the oonstruotion
Of the pI B\Vs.

The two greatest plays from this ,partner-

Ship, ~ ~ Quarrel and ~ Changeling,both reveal the power
and influenoe of Rowley.
A ~ Quarrel was published in 1617, whioh a
seCond edition during the same year with additional oomio
matter 8
9
It was aoted by Prinoe
• and a third in 1622.
Oharles' Men at the Curtain; Fleay oonjeotures that it was
one of the first played in that house by this oompany and
suggested Christmas 1616 as the date of its first performanoe. lO

lrom the faot that the play was published as having been aoted
before the king. he further suggest that it may plausibly be
the
Play performed at court in 1632 by the Prinoe's Men under
the tit
This. however. would not
Ie of A Vow and a Good One.

--------

eXplain the referenoe to a oourt performanoe in the title
Page Of the first edition.

It must have been written some-

6. D. N B
7. Ibid· • Art-Rowley-Seooombe. .
S. B
• Fleay. II. '
9. E~llen. Introd. I, XlIII.
10. Fllis~Introd. note in Mermaid Ed.
eay. II, 98.
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time between 1614, when Middleton and Rowley were first
thrown together, and the latter part of 1616, the later
date being the more likely.
"The part taken by Rowley," says SWinburne,ll
"is easy enough for any tyro in oritioism to verify."
That there is some justification for his statement is
attested by the faot that there is a surprising unaminity
critioal opinion upon this pOint.

ot

It is the general consensus

that Middleton was the developer of the main plot, altho
12
SYmonds
qualifies his admission with the suggestion that
Without the assistance of Rowley, he oould never have so
created and maintained a charaoter upon a single line of high
emotion.

The bOisterous comic scenes which present the

Fitzallen_Jane story show plainly the cold, hardorudity of
ROWley, who always overdid that species of realistic comedy
in Which Middleton excelled.

The introduction of the

roaring boys is by Bullen ascribed to Rowley.
Fleay. with
eXact
ness, assigns to Middleton, I, 1 Cpt); II, I, 3; III,
1, 3-' IV , 2 ,3; V, 1 (pt); and to Rowley the rest, t hus
giVing the latter the two minor plots.

A~
l1.nuS ual

Quarrel is a serious play dealing with an

SOCial problem.

The main plot shows the influenoe

Of romantic ideals , but the two subplots are of the realistic

t~e.

It may be characterized as a comedy, beoause of the
absence of a tragic end, but the reader is conscious 0 f th e
8er1&U8
aim throughout.
The problem of honor involved in a
dUel is
here treated in a manner unparalleled in any other of

i21•• OaSWinburne
b
•

m ridge History, VI, Ch. III, p. 83.
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Middleton's plays.

Coming ' at a time when duelling was approv-

ed by the habits of the people, if not by their laws, it is
remarkable by reason of the conception of moral honor.

The

presentation of a character who will not fight, save for a just
cause, must have made even the play-sated Jacobeans pause fdr
thought.

Captain Ager,in a quarrel with the Colonel, re-

ceives a base accusation which not only reflects upon his

Own honor, but wounds the reputation of his mother.

A duel

is arranged, but in the meantime, Captain Ager's mother, out
Qf fear for her son's safety, leads him to believe the
aooUsation true.

He therefore declines to fight for an

un~ust cause, but finally,when accused of cowardice, draws

his Sword and defeats his enemy.

The secondary plot is a

rather common one in Elizabethan drama. of the domestic
t
. .
Ype:, the love of Jane and Fitzallen, and the wiles of the
Unsorupulous Physician are effectively presented.

The

"ROaring Boys" provide a coarse and ribald sort of drollery
'Which must have appealed strongly to the "groundlings."
The t
Wo subordlnate plots are very effectively united by

~aking Shough the suitor of Jane.

The fact that there is a

distinct hiatus between these portions and the main problem
is a fu
rther reason for assigning -them to different writers.
The souroe of the

~erious

plot is unknown, but is

Conceivably derived from some contemporary event, as many of
the
Elizabethan plots seem to have thus originated.
The
~itzall
.
en-Jane story is founded, acoording to Langbaine,
ll.Pon
'
some Italian novel, an English version of which is found
:l.n th
The inOident
e Qomplaisant Companion, p. 280. 13

l3. L

&ngbaine-quoted by Bullen I, XJ,IV.
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wherein the physician tempts her is based upon a novel of
CYnthio Giraldi. 14
The third plot is frankly taken from
city life and finds a partial analogy in

"The Roaring Girl."

The setting of the play is in the main realistic.
The scene is London; although in the interest of the oentral
theme the reader is prone to lose all consciousness of plaoe
and time, the location is quite evident in the subordinate
portions.

The time is contemporary and the social miaieu

is that typioally introduced into the domestic drama, the
English substantial middle class with a goodly allowance of
the lower walks of life.
The character of Captain Ager is one of Mid nleton's
masterpieces.

Here we have really a profound study of the

Christian knight well worthy of comparison with the epic
heroes of pagan literature.

The religious feeling for

right which was perhaps the strongest motive in promoting
the dUel as a system is widely different from the egoistic
bravery of Beowulf and Achilles.
During the Elizabethan
PeriOd t~
lle ohivalric ideals were breaking down.
The theme
here presented goes deep enough to find the inconSistency of
the cu t
s Om.
The praise that Lamb gives to this character is
ant"
lrely justified.
Ager is a consistent character drawn in
SUCh
a way as to portray a ppwerful internal confliot, furnishing a
Breater opportunity for analysis of character than
~iddlet
on Usually reveals.
It is possible that this is · due
to th
e aSSOCiation with the tragic genius of Rowley. 15
The

14.

~ecatommithi. Dec. 4. Nov. 5. Fleay. II, 98 also from

15. sangbaine.

~onds. A. Cambridge Hist. VI, III, 83.
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difference between moral and 'physical courage is well brought
out; the only flaw that impairs the figure is the fact that
he stops to question the justice of his quarrel before he
fights.

We indeed feel that "honor doubted is honor deepest

WOunded," and must lament that he did not fight immediately.
Ager, like Hamlet, is inclined to introspection, and like
Ha.mJ.et, too, he finds to his sorrow that this quality has bereft
him of a gOod cause for fighting.
But he is redeemed by
his joy in fighting for a good cause.

His despair in this

situation, and his sudden joy at the presentation of another
caUSe are separated by a speech that is quite modern in its
attitude toward duelling:
For
"Why should man,
And a poor hasty syllable or two,
Cha Vented only in forgetful fury,
To in all the hopes and riches of his soul
. the revenge of that, die lost forever. tr16
The other characters are decidedly le!ss interesting.
The colonel shows the sudden conversion of character which
reminds us of the tragicomic school of Fletcher.

We are

rather unconvinced of the truth of Lady Ager's character,
teeling that no virtuous woman would for a moment allow her
son t
o believe such an accusat~on, far less that she would
delib
'
Save
erately go about to convince him of its truth.
tOr thi
s inconsistency, she is admirably portrayed, Jane and
the P'h_
.
~sician are realistically portrayed in a rather unpleasant
Plot.
The subordinate character of Anne rather surprises
'U.s in it
The roarers are types of
S intensi ty and clearness.'
CiVic life.
lS. A F
- ~~ Suarrel, III, 1.
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As a summary of

th~

moral tone, I oannot improve

upon Lamb's oritioism of its virile direotness.
"A Puritanioal obtuseness of sentiment is oreeping
among us instead of the vigorous passions, and virtues olad
in flesh and blood with whioh the old dramatists present us.
Those noble and liberal oasuists oould disoern in the differenoes,
the quarrel. the animosities of man, a beauty and truth of
moral feeling. no less than in the iterately inouloated duties
of forgiveness and atonement.

To know the boundaries of

honor, to be judioiously valiant, to have a temperanoe whioh
Shall beget a smoothness in the angry swellings of youth, to
esteem life as nothing when . th€ saoredreputation of a parent
is to be defended, yet to shake and tremble under a pious
cowardioe when that ark of an honest oonfidenoe is found to
be frail and tottering, to feel the true blows of a real
disgraoe blunting that sword whioh the imaginary strokes of

8

SUpposed false imputation had put so keen an edge upon but
lately; to do or to imagine this done ' in a feigned story, asks
something more of a moral sense, somewhat greater delioaoy
Of
perception in questions of right and wrong than goes to
the Writing of two or three haokneyed sen t enoes a bou t th e 1aw
4

Of honor as opposed to the law of the land. or oommonp1aoe

about duelling.,,17
The greater part of the main plot is in blank verse,
USed wi th oonsiderable ski1l~
Aooording to Miss Wiggin18
and Mr • . Storok,19 who have worked . out the problem with minute

t~:

wLaimbi- Old Eng_ Dramatists. p. 121.

1

19. St gg n, Inquiry into the Middleton-Row ey
orck, All's Lost by Lust, p. 40.

Plays.
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attention to detail, it shows all the characteristics of
Middleton's verse.

The polished and fluent rehtoric of this

portion furnishes a marked contrast to the rough and sometimes harsh verse which conveys the violent passion of the
secondary plot.

saintsbury20 points out the fact that in

his uncollaborated plays Rowley makes use of but little verse
and that of a rather pedestrian quality, and deduces from that
the opinion that he had little or no liking for verse at all,
thus affording a further reason for assigning the main plot to
Middleton.

Prose is used by the Roarers and by the servants.

The language is pure Tudor English save in the scenes where
these members of the roaring school appear, whose remarkable
V.Ocabulary exhibits again the Elizabethan delight in mere
words.
An interesting sidelight upon the age is afforded
in Act II, scene 4, where Priss says, "PritheE, Patroness,
let's go see a piece of that play; if we shall have good words
for Our money, 'tis as much as we can deserve, i'faith. "
In
the case of the words used by Tristr~am and ehough, many of
them are today but sounds as they were possibl~ at that time.
We must note also the Dutch dialect used by the nurse.
There are few allusions to contemporary events
A reference
WhiCh aid us in dating or in placing the play.
in I , 1, to the dissatisfaction with the work of the saltPet
.
remen; another in IV, 4, to Gregory Brandon, the common
hangman, father of Richardt who is supposed to have beheaded

Charl es I; and one in V 1, to Bretnor, a celebrated almanac
t

~aker , which was changed from Pond as it appeared i n th e

20

• Saintsbury, English Prosody, p. 77.
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earlier play, constitute all the direot allusions that have
been noted.
5.

The Witch of Edmonton,--by Dekker, Rowley, and
Ford.
In 1658 was published a quarto volume bearing upon

its title page the following insoription, "THE WITCH OF EDMONTON,
a known true story, composed into a tragi comedy by divers
Well esteemed poets, William Rowley, Thomas Dekker, John Ford,
eto., acted by the Prinoe's Serv~ts, often at the Cockpit
in Drury Lane, once at Court with singular

~plau8e."

The

date of publioation is of course long after its first appear-'
&noe upon the stage.

Sinoe it is a topical play based upon

eVents of the year 1621, we have exoellent reason for assuming
that it was acted before the close of that year.

It is not

at all improbable that it ' was produoed as the result of an
order from a theatrioal manager who wished to catoh the popular
approv 1
a by presenting a play upon a contemporary event of
great
general interest.
It seems olear that the play was

1tl'

.

itten in 1621 after April 27, the date when Goodcole's aocount
Of th
e trial of Elizabeth Sawyer was lioensed.
There is
greater critical disagreement upon the date and theatre of its
first app earBnce. l
The first edition tells us that it was
ti:rst Scted
by the Prinoe's Servants at the Cockpit, but it
has b
een established 2 that at no time during this period
lVas this
Company acting at the Cookpit.
This was oooupied by
the L6.d.y
Elizabeth's men , 1617-1620.
Moreover, Phen, who
:P1a~Sthe part of Winifred and speaks the epilog,be 1 onged t 0
1. F1eay
~. Fl
, I t 231.
~
_eay, ?ist. of the Stage, p. 300.
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the Lady Elizabeth's Company.3

F1eay, therefore argues

that the play was first produced by this company and that a
number of letters were unintentionally deleted from the
manuscript. 4
Murray,5 whose theory is acoepted by Miss Hunt,6
believes that the play was first performed by the Prinoe's
servants at Whitehall, on Deoember 29, 1621.
The source of the play, as has been said, lies in an
event of great contemporary interest.

Early in 1621, Elizabeth

SaWYer was executed for the cri me of witchcraft.

On April

27, 1621, Henry Goodcole's account of her trial and execution
was entered upon the Stationers' Register. 7
It . is possible
that the play in question was already under way, or, which
seems very probable, that two or three plots already begun
Were hurriedly combined and adjusted to catch the popular
interest.
No little critioal ability is needed to determine
The tit1epage,
the respective shares of the three authors.
to b .
e sure, adds an etc., which seems to express an anxious
atte1llpt to include all possible claimants of the honor of
COllaboration.
There is a general tendency on the part of
8tua. en t s to assign the Thomey story to Ford. 8
There, however,
t~
W
II
unity stops;while Fleay,9 Ward,
A. Symonds,
and
Bell
12
.'3
son
Would assign the witch scenes to Dekker, Storox8UPports Symond's14 half hearted assertion that Mother Sawyer
3.
4. ~leay, I, 230.
5. M1eay , ~ of Stage, 299.
I~ray, Eng. Drama Companies
.
6. a ' app. F.
F~t,
Dekker,
178-9.
7.

S.

Seay, I, 231.
I~· Fleay, I, 231. Ward,
, 470.

9. wa.rd, III, 75.
10. Fleay, _I. ,231.
11. Cambridge Hist. VI ,oh.
III, p. .79.
12. Cambridge Hist. VI, oh.
VIII, p. 214.
13. Symonds, She Pred, p.336.
14. Storok, p. 65ff.
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1s the v-K>rk of Rowley.

Symonds fe'ls that Ford 1s responsible

for the plan and management of the oentral theme.
deolares that Dekker was the ohief plotter.

Fleay

Ward disputes

Syroond's statement that Rowley's part was hardly oonsiderable
but nevertheless assigns the greater portion or the play to the
two experienced writers.

Neilson thinks that "perhaps

Rowley too, had a share." while Storck feels tha~ this share
must have been the whole Sawyer-Banks story, and assigns the
part of Carter to Dekker.

In such a state of affairs the

stUdent is almost at liberty to choose for himsel~however
wrong his own conclusions may be, he has the confort of good
Oompany.
In

genera~

however, the

S'tory seems clearly ]lord IS.

'~il.e

sen~iment

of tne

Thorne~

charac1iers of the si sters

SUggest Dekker's faoile hand, but I own I am unable to tell
Olearly Whether they are his or Ford's work.

Mothe r Sawye r

Seems to me to be altogether Dekker's "and the more boisterous
Olownish episodes I have regarded as Rowley's.
In my own
ap
POrt1onment of shares, I have been guided more by the spirit
Of the passage than by any attempt to determine the authorshlp "by verse test, which has been thoroughly analyzed by Mr.
StOrCk.
The play itself is a realistic domestic tragedy,
in SP1te of the publisher's characterization as a tragiaOJnedy.
The theme is witohcraft, a subjeot Which must have
been Of
great interest at this time.
Its peculiar power
11es
not only in the fact that it is taken direotly from life,
b'U.t also
1n the strength with which is portrayed the figure ot
the
Persecuted Mother Sawyer hounded to her destruotion.

43.

The sympathy which the authQr arouses, as well as the pathos
which surrounds her figure, is decidedly unusual in an age
where the supernatural character of the witch was unquestioned~
The Qimpliclty of the theme serves only to increase the
intensity of scene and moral.

The Thorney story presents a

theme of forced marriage and is likewise of the domestic type.
Some especially effective scenes are here discovered, particUlarly that in which the sister of the murdered wife learns
the identity of the murderer.
The two plots are rather ineffectively connected
by making Mother Sawyer's familiar a black dog, instigator
of Frank's murder of Susan..

The weakness in connecting the

two plots is adduced by Symonds, 15 as evidence that the p~ay
is left in a mutilated form or that two separate plays were
hastily patched together.
The setting is realistic, the action being laia in the
neighborhood of the village of Edmonton.

The time is con-

te~orary, the characters are of the middle and lower class
of English Country life.
In all the pOints it adheres to the
conVe nons
ti
. . and domestic drama.
of bourgeo~s
In the matter of character portrayal, this play
takes h igh rank.

Mother Sawyer is exceptional in Elizabethan

literature for the depth of feeling with which she is piotured.
Altho
she is pre~ented as coarse, she is unique in Elizabethan
drama literature. ~en storo~16 argues that Dekker might
give
her more poetic charm, it ~eems to me that he misses
the
Veil of understanding and sympathy which envelops her

15.

IS. S~onds. She Predecessor;. 381.
Storok ,p .66
~ '5
.
.
.
1::'1:; natt.
'i. ~ ... r"" f0rJOW'"1 th, e,. 1'><1"

'n

-Note to page 43,-

In making this statement I had reference to
the dramatic treatment of witchcraft.

To be sure, Ben

Jons on makes some rather sceptical allusions to the belief
in witches, but both he and Middleton lack the sympathetic
touch found here.

Aside from the drama there were other

advanced wri ters in whose works sceptic ism is even :TIore
marked.

As early as 1584 Reginald Scott in his Discoveries

of Witchcraft attacked the popular delusion; and in 1603
the influence of the Anglican Church was directed against
the persecutions by the publication of Samuel Haranett's
J2.ecl a ration of Egregiou.s Popish Impostures.

Before 1620

even the activity of the witch-hating king had been halted
by

the frequ.ent expo~ures of the deceptive practices of the

sO-called victims of witchcraft.

The subject is discussed

in Notestein's History of Witchcraft in England .. p. 88. ft.
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Whole being.

With his characteristic insight, Lamb has thus
17
summed up her character:
"Mother Sawyer differs from the hags of Middleton or

Shakespeare.

She is the plain, tradt t ional wi tah of our

ancestors; poor, deformed, and ignorant; the terror of the
Villages, herself amenable to a justice.

That should be a

hardy justice with the power of a county at his heels, that
would lay hands on the weird sisters.

They are of another

juriSdiction, but upon the common and received opinion, the
author (or authors)

here engrafted strong fancy.

There is

sOmething frightfully earnest in her invocation to the
tSlniliar. "
In the other plot, Frank Th'fney, by his weakne~s
and crime>brings about the main tragedy, and like other of
Fordls characters seeks some degree of exoulpation by l~ing
the blame upon fate, rather than upon himself. 18
Ford is
at h·~sbest in a sentimental study of moral degeneraoy, or in
exc·t
1·9
1 ing pity for an unworthy ob jeot.
Winifred is
lrorthilY portrayed in suoh a way as to win our

~mpathy

and

Pity.
The two sisters, the i~~ooent viotim of Frank's
d.eg en
erate impulses and her avenger, are splendidly conoeived
and presented with a purity~ tenderness whioh is unusual
in Ford.'s Plays.20
The hea;) sinoerity and hospitality
Ot Cart
. 9.1 of Simon Eyre and
er, whioh reminds Storc~
)lri
SCObaldo" give us an excellent drawing of the English
country gentlemen.

~amb, ~. 166.

a~f ~he illic it love
St a~r of 'Tis Pity.
orok, p. 60:"

18. Neilson, Cambridge VI.,
VIII, 214, of.
Pity

'ru

and The Broken Heart.

20. Ward:!rI. 75.
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I am somewhat 10th to enter the question of the
verse, and can do so only in the most superficial

fashion.

In the scenes in which Frank Thomey appears, I find a smoothness and regularity of verse we ich is suggestive of the
artificiality found in the blank verse of Ford's other plays.22
The verse of the Mother Sawyer scenes reveals a greater vigor
if less art in poetic construction.

The passages containing

the curses and imprecations are full of violent power.

The

prose style is brisk and direct and is used in the rather
informal conversations of Carter and Old Thorney. as well as
in most of the clownish scenes.
Chiefly as scene tags.

Rhyme is occasi'onally used,

Puns are not infrequent and suggest

ROWley's hand in the Banks portions.
The play is pervaded by a spirit of moral earnestness in both plots which goes far toward throwing the vulgar
bY-Play of the clowns into the background.
the Witch is constantly in a didactic vein.

The treatment of
Nowhere does the

author (or authors) lose consoiousness of the moral responsibili ty of the mob who have driven a human soul to self.
destruction.

But in spite of the fact that both plots of

the Play end tragically, the play does not end 2n
. a sp i r it
Of tragic depression.

All characters un~e in an endeavor to

fOrget the past and the situation is summed up by the Justioe
in the final Co~plet:
"Join • friends in sorrow; make of all
the best , Harms past may be lamented, not redrest."
Considering the topical nature of the plot one
Saintsbury, Eng. Prosody, pp. 305-6.
Of the Lamp."

"Ford, smells most
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might expect to find a number of references to contemporary
events, but these are singularly lacking.

There- are,

aSide from the main story, several allusions to old plays deal~
With witchcraft, from Mother Bombie on, as well as a few
references to the current amusements, but none which aid us
in dating the play.
An allusion to Moll Cutpurse 23 is
found in Act V, scene 1.
As examples of Elizabethan stagecraft, these plays
are of marked interest.

They furnish typical illustrations

of the Use of the three stages, inner, upper, and outer.
T

here

.

1S

-

the conventional alternation of scene between inner

and outer stages, with the use of stage furnishings on the
former.
Two special features noted in ~ Woman Killed ~

~ndness

are the use of the upper stage for Mountford's

prison cell, in Act IV, scene -I; and the use of the bedroom
furnishings in Act V, soene 5, in The Honest Whore; Aot It
scene 3 illustrates the use of the bedcurtain. l
In Act It
scene 6. and later scenes, we find a shop scene which was
Placed On the inner stage with the outer stage representing
the street.

Similar scenes are found in The Roaring

Where three shops are found.

~

"These shops were ranged along

the edge of the inner stage so that they cou ld b e di scovere d
and 1
2
c 0 Sed by the curtains. "_
This play is also interesting
for Sir
f
Alexander Wengrave's description of the theatre itse1 •

-

In The Witch of Edmonton, we find frequent use of
an

bed

-

Outdoor settlng upo~ the inner stage and also the use of the
room setting upon the inner stage. 4

23

S
1:
Aee ~~ Roaring Girl.
3
llbright Shakespearean
• Act I, scene 1.

2. Ib id, p. 67.

stage. Pp.640:6~ilbright. The
Shakespearean Stage,tP .142ff.
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CRAPTER II. ·

FIVE PLAYS OF 1900 .
1.

Cand ida,- -by Georg e Bern ard Shaw.

Georg e Bern ard Shaw ,l the "laug hing I!tsen ," was
born in Dubl in, Irela nd, on July 26, 1856 , just one year
after the birth of his grea test dram atic riva l, Pine ro.
ive
His fathe r, Georg e Carr Shaw, was the impe cunio us relat
ot a baro net;a nd the fami ly for gene ratio ns was accus tome d
of
to live in the refle cted glory of the one grea t member
His moth er, who was befo re hey marr iage.
LUCinda Gurle y, posse ssed an indep ende nt spir it and found
livin g.
hers elf oblig ed to do much towa rd earni ng the famil y
An aCCo mplis hed musi cian hers elf, she gathe red abou t her
mu .
slca l frien ds arid durin g her life sang in conc erts and
taugh t music very succ essfu lly.
It is from his moth er that
the fami ly.

gone to
George Bern ard deriv ed most of the trait s which have
make him the forem ost dram atist of his age.
He hims elf tells us that he "lear ned nothi ng" at
'Oho ol and is repo rted as havin g been a rathe r idle pupi l, a
.a

He seve rereoOr d of whic h he is rathe r proud than other wise .
which
ly condemns the ineff ectiv e and inade quate schoo l syste m
lias then in force .
At the .age of ten year s, he enter ed the
WeSleyan
Conn exion al Scho ol, where his recor d was l .i ttle bette r.
Yet h
Much of what
e somehow managed to acqu ire an educ ation .
he ao
qUire d, howe ver , is due to the indep ende nt spir it of his

1.

Y
~~:O~icall
life

all the infor mati on used in this sketc h of
have
was obtai ned from Hend erson 's book . I case
th W s
s.
al
ption
exce
in
save
erefo re omit ted refer ence s,
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mother and her musical interests.

Accustomed from childhood

to the best of music and hearing over and over the operas,
etc., in his own home, he learned to whistle whole opera scores
instead of the popular music of the time.

Besides, he spent

much of his time in the National Museum and saved his spare
cash to purchase books which gave him a fair acquaintanoe with
the art of Europe.

He refused to attend a UniversitY., for he

held that University graduates were snobs.

Consequently at

the age of sixteen he became a clerk in the Land Office of
Charles Uniacke Townsend at the munificent salary of eighteen
POunds per year.

Here, although disliking the work, he did

it so well as to win rapid promotion.
But young Shaw had a natural antipathy
able occupation.
to London.

fo~a

respect-

In 1876, he seized his opportunity and went

Here)for nine years, he attempted many projects

Which invariably failed.

His musical criticisms, his verse,

his novels, produced between the years of 1876 and 1885
netted him, he tells us, the sum of six pounds.

Of importance he accomplished during this period.

Two things
First

he wrote five novels., second he identified himself with
ll'llInerous clubs vrfuich did much to guide him. into the train of
ideas Which he later embodied in his speeches and dramas.

Ria nOVels were refused by all publishers, but three of them
were finally printed as a result of the Socialistic revival
ot the early '80's.
Best known are !!! Unsocial Socialist,
( 188 4) and Cashel Byron's Profession (1885-6).
The latter
~

.

eceived especially favorable notices from William Archer and
aObert Louis Stevenson, who, strange to say, detected in the

~oung writer. a romantic tendency.

During this time, too,

ence d
the youn g man was maki ng frien ds who have grea tly influ
his thoug ht and was also gain ing infor matio n throu gh his
SOci alist acqu ainta nces and work that enab led him to think
As a member of the Zete tical
clea rly upon socia l probl ems.

SOciety~ Shaw acqu ired pOise and ease of speec h, and also
London.
became known as one of the most prom ising youn g men of
Mr.
For seve ral year s, as the resu lt of his frien dship with
Willi am Arch er, he was art criti c for The Worl d, and later
This
Wrote the inter estin g musi cal colum n for The ~.
was follo wed by a perio d of dram atic criti cism .
Mr. Shaw 's care er as dram atist was begun by the
nt
prod uCtio n,in 1892 ,of Wido wer's Hous es. at the Indep ende
An amus ing acco unt of the incep tion of this play
Thea tre.
has been given by Mr. Arch er.

In 1893 he wrote for the same

neith er
thea tre. The Phila nder ers and 1~s. Warr en's Prof essio n,
The porn ograp hic
Of which was perfo rmed at that time.
In 1894
tende ncies of the latte r arous ed a storm of prot est.
ved
the brill iant satir e Arms and the Man appe ared and aohie

.---- ---

---

---

Mr. Shaw 's favo rite pasti me of pierc ing
a rema rkabl e succ ess.
trate d
Pet illus ions of conv entio nal peop le is exce llent ly illus
1n tho
The same year saw the prod uotio n of Cand ida,
~s Play .

From this time on his
haile d by many as his grea test work .
th
.J/
s were produ oed with cons idera ble reP1
Pla't?
idity , eaoh one wi .
~
Mr. Hale rema rks that the
a thes is of vita l sooi al inter est.
not
ohief diffi culty in the study of George Bern ard Shaw is
the dear th of ideas , but the pres.e nce of so many ideas .
Cert
ainly the read er who is able to keep abre ast of his teaoh
ing
Will find that Shaw furni shes more food for thoug ht than

~

.
othe r modern writ er, with the poss ible exoe ption of Ibsen
A brie f study such as this is, oan only in a supe rfioi al
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manner pass over his varied

~ccomplishment.

Most character-

iatic of the man is his tendency to destroy the pet illusions
~ ~ the ~ annihilates the

of the conventional citizen.
romance of military life.

Widower's Houses and Mrs. Warren's

l!ofession take up the situation of those who live upon money
Obtained by others by objectionable methods.

Caesar

~

Qleopatra and the ~ ~ Destiny brings in the new historical
drama, and makes of historical and romantic characters mere
men

0

everyday.

f

The Devil's Disciple holds up the ordinary

romantic melodrama to ridicule.

~

Doctor's Dilemma is a

dramatization of a professional situation.

Man ' ~

Superman

presents the converse of the theory that "man is the hunter,
Woman the prey," and is remarkable for its intellectual teJ;llper
as well as for the long discussion which is introduced by means

ot the Hell scene.
These plays are principally marked by the irresponsible

now

0

f Wi t.

Shaw's chief passion is indignation,and he very

Seldom lets himself be persuaded into the display of any of
the gentler emotions, despite his own asseveration that what he
teeks
i .8 the "melting mood."
'.
The pathetiC is P!ac t ica11
. y
absent in ~ Devil's Disciple, he carefully avoi d s the
threatened appeal to the sympathies, while a splendid opportunity '
tor tragl,'c effect is completely ignored i n --!
Th Doc t or ' s Dil emma.
The 1 atter ~lay does indeed contain one touching situation, but
it is in the case of the honest BIen k ensop and no t a tall
Connected with the death of the ~rtistIDubedat.
Candida was written in 1894 for .Mr. Mansfield, but
Was not

acted until some time later.

It was first performed
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in London by the Stage Society, July 1, 1900, with Janet
Achurch as Candida and Granville Barker as Y~rchbanks.

In

1904 it was again presented at the Royal Court Theatre, and
in 1907-8 Miss Achurch gav.e a series of productions in the
English provinoes.

On November 19, 1903, it first appeared

at the Konigliches sChaJsPie}fhaus, Dresden.

Deoember 8th,

ot the same year, saw it in New York, under the direction of

Arnold Daly, who played tP8 part of Marchbanks.

In 1907,

the first production of any of Shaw's plays in the French
language was marked by four matinees Litera~es at the Theatre
ROYal du Parc, Brussels.

May 8, 1908, saw its production

at the Theatre des Arts, Paris, and Henderson notes that is
the only one of Shaw's plays to be produoed in that City.~ .

~r.

w.

K. Tarpey 3 tells the following story regarding the

inception of "one 6f the masterpieces of the world."

"In

a ViSion an angel appeared to Shaw asking him if he wanted to

prOdUce one really good play.
He :further explained that one of
the .an gels had written a play which he ' wanted produoed in
tOndon.
Shaw, who averred that he was not particular about
his Own reputation, readily agreed to father the play, put in
the
In
comic relief and named the play Candi-da, a l~ste!2:"
the
absence ot other sources we are impelled to take this
story,
but with the customar~ grain of salt.
The play, Candida,has served as a great puzzle .to
the

Critics.
To some it has been an amusing farce; Oliver
aertord pronounoes it a problem farce which may serve as we 11

2. Tho
3. Q ~s statement was made in 1911.
~
ufted by Henderson, Life of G. B. ~., p. 346.
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as another term to characterize the play.

Certainly there

are amusing situations, altho Mr. Shaw is chiefly interested
in his usual process of eye-opening.
This play presents to us certain characters, interesting and delightful, in such a way as to reveal the hidden
Springs of action.

The Rev. James Morell, husband of Candida,

is a Christian Socialist, tilting against the evil and false
in Society and striving to introduce an honest strength and
morality into life.

He is an excellent character, presented

With sureness of touch.

His attitude toward his scoundrelly

father-in-law is thoroly natural.

The straightforward, clear

Seeing man cannot endure the hypocritical attitude, altho he
can even be friends with the scalawag.
Next in .importanc e, --perhaps really first, but at
least the Reverend J&!!1es .ho l ds t he stage first, --is Candida's
poet, a singular being who was quite evidently not meant to
live in the practical world.

"A poet," remarks Mr. Hale,"is a

man more sensitive than the rest of the world, and who theref

ore Sees more than most men, and who has more power of ex-

presSion and therefore says what he sees more exactly.

4

"

In the case of Eugene, he presents us a higher view than that
Of the preacher socialist. Mr. Hale's point that Eugene gives
Us a second eye-opening is well taken indeed.
He shows us
th
.
e hOles in 11orell's armor.
In each attack, the wit of the
Po et is victorious and Morell is forced to recognize it.

As for Candida herself; I think it most fitting to
qUote Mr. Shaw's own comment, even tho the reader may feel that
4. Hale , Dramatists of Todal, 121.
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He is not entirely serious in it. 5
"Don't ask me about that very immoral female,
Candida.

Observe the entry of

iY .

Burgess.

Young lady as used to typewrite for him?'
1L~ was younger?'

'You're the
'No.'

'Naomi;

and therefore Candida sacked her.

Prossy

is a very highly selected young person, indeed, devoted to

Morell, to the extent of helping in .the kitchen, but to him the
merest pet rabbit unable to get the slightest hold on him.
Candida is as unscrupulous as S~gfried.
that no law will bind her.

Morell himself sees

She seduces Eugene just as far

as it is worth her while to seduce him.

She is a woman with-

Out character, in the conventional sense; without brains or
strength of mind, she would be a wretched slattern or a voluptUary.

She is straight for natural reasons, not for con-

'V'entional ethical ones.

. Nothing is more coldbloodedly reason-

able than her farewell to Eugene.

It is thia freedom from

emotional slop, this unerring wisdom on the domestic plane,
that makes h er comple t el
yi
mt
s ress
"Then consider the poet.

0f

th e situatl"on"
•
She makes a man Of him

b~ a h OWing him his own strength; that David must do without

Uriah'a wife, and then she pitches in her picture of the home,

,

the Onions and tradesmen and the cossetting of big baby Morell.
The New York Hausfrau thinks . it is a little paradise, but the
POet rises up and says, "Out, then, into the night with me"
Tristan's holy night.

If this greasy fool's paradise is

hapPiness, then I give .it to you with both handa, life is
5. From a letter to Mr. Huneker, quoted in Henderson's book,
P. 356.
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nobl er than that .

That is the poet 's seor et.

The young

ly and '
thing s in fron t weep to see the poor boy going out lone
Puri tanbroke n hear ted to save the prop rieti es of lift; Engla nd
prou d,
ism; but he is reall y a god going baok to his heav en,
the days
unsp eakab ly conte mptu ous of the happ iness he envie d in
ess on
of his blind ness , clea rly seein g that he has high er busin
She has a littl e quain t intu ition of the
hand tha~ Cand ida.
do with comp leten ess of his oure; she says, "He has learn t to
Out happ ines s."
The char aote rs, while prese nted as i ndiv idua ls are
felt as type s.
More ll is the t a lker, who does much for the
a. )
m
ty and
en among whom he works beoa. use of his perso n"po pular i
Marchb anks is the roma ntioi st¢, revo lting agai nst , the
Charm.
-COn tact with prac tical tri~leSj

wWo rried as to the fee he

but
ahou ld give the oabman, distr esse d by home ly dutie s,
Burg ess is the hypo trans cend ing Morel l in prin ciple s.
Cr't
cond iti on
~ ical man of busin ess who makes a virtu e of a
Cand ida hers elf is hard est to place .
force d upon him.
play , save
Afte r all she soaro ely has an impo rtant place in the
Uore ll
aa a spec tator and as the oause of the conf liot betw een
and Marchb anks .
In this play as alwa ys, Mr. Shaw has a thoro ly sound
llloral basi s.
The read er fe~ls, howe ver, that the oent ral
lllot ,
give
lVe is not so muoh to prese nt a mora l situa ti on as to
Even thoug h we oan't
a stand poin t from which to view life.
.
all b
we
e Marohb anks es, some thing has been aooo mplis hed when
~
ealiz e that their opin ion is worth whil e.
The unus ual situa tion wher eby Cand ida is foroe d
to h
way,
c oose betw een two men is in Mr. Shaw 's own immi table
•
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treated as tho it were something that might have really
happened.

It is interesting to note that her reason for

remaining with her husband is the fact that he is the weaker
of the two.
2.

The Second~. TangueraY,--by Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero.
Arthur Wing Pinero was born in London in 1855.

His

father was a well-to-do barrister and was enabled to give
the youth a number of advantages.

",,'hen about twenty years

of age he became connected with the stage at the Theatre
ROYal, of Edinburgh. ,

For two years he acted in the provinces,

but in 1876 he went to London, where, until 1881 he was connected with Henry Irving's company, playing Claudius to

lrv'lng's Hamley. 1

Altho he was not a great actor, his stage

e~perience furnished an invaluable aid in the matter of stage
bus,
lness of his own plays.

His first play, "Two can Play

at that Game" appeared in 1877, a one-act play for J. L.
This was followed by so me "three or f'our plays of

~ather doubtful success.

The Money Spinner, his first

attempt at a serious subject, reveals his originality and .his
tendency to draw unusual characters.

~orked ' steadilY

From this time on, he

at the task of producing plays • . Between

1877 and 1901 he produced thirty-five plays of several
different varieties.
The Rector of 1883 began that series
Ot f
arces produced at the Court Th~atre, wr~ch includes some
1. 1I

errmann
.2 • Cur.
Lit.'

Livin~ Dramatists, p. 4 •
Q

30, p. 278.
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Among these are to be ment ioned
ol
1~ Mag istra te. an inim itabl e piece of comedy; The Scho
rs.
~istress, and Dandy Dick , 8S well as a numb er of othe
~s
Frenc h
Pine ro's farce s are not buil t upon the same plan ~ the
Farc e.
His meth od is char acter ized by an absu rd Situa tion.
of his most delig htfu l fun.

The most effec tive char acter izati on of
t
Pine ro's farce is that given by the head of the depa rtmen
neve r
Of expr essio n in Chica go Univ ersitY ,--"S omet hing that
be
has happ ened, and neve r could happ en.-- but woul dn't it
treat ed serio usly .

funny if it shou ld?,,3

Clos ely allie d to the type just men-

and
tione d is a mixed type cont ainin g elem ents of the . farce
The Time s. and
the serio us play .
Such are The Weaker Sex, -

-

-

~ Cabi net Mini ster. which by reaso n of their lack of unifi ed
conc eptio n and by the prese nce of certa in incon gruou s
In the
elem ents do not rank as high as the pure farce s.
dram as
inter vals of these play s we find a group of dome stic
his
on the orde r of Swee t Lave nder, 4 which was one one of
mOat POpu lar play s.

The Idyl lic natu re of the theme relat es

.
it rathe r to the roma ntic scho ol than to the real istic
reAdmi rable char acter s are prese nted with a geni ality and
finem ent which went far towa rd maki ng it one of the most
The vers atili ty of the autho r was
POPUlar play s of the day.
oapa ble of grea ter thing s.

His first attem pt at serio us

aOci al drama appe ared in 1889 .

~

Prof ligat e was produ ced

seems
befor e the autho r came unde r the influ ence of Ibsen and
thi ngs on
to ~-ve
been the resu lt of a feelj .ng for serio us
~~
read ing of ~ Mag istra te
!: ~atra. 1888
.

in the Univ ersit y, 1912 .
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5
the part of the dram atist s since the time of Dumas. ~~!~.
y
This play , while rathe r loose ly put toge ther, is a fairl
a
sUcc essfu l treat ment of an old them e, the redem ption of
It was follo wed by ~
Sinn er, thru the love of a woman.
1895 ,
~econd ~. Tang ueray , 1893 , The Noto rious Mrs. Ebbs mith,

-

The last named, like -The Second Mrs.
~an9ueral, is a trage dy which deals with an indiv idua l who
The unfa lling patho s
has faile d to achie ve her miss ion.
fain t
which Surro unds the figur e of Iris is incre ased by the
the play .
SUgg estio ns of hope which are neve r entir ely absen t in
~ Noto rious ~. Ebbs mith has the ~lendidly drawn figur e
Moreo ver, there is a
of the wom a;:is linke d to a . weak ling.
6
disti nct drop in the dram atic inter est in the last aot.
and Iris in 1901 .

-

Yet th e theme gives prom ise of a
its pred ecess or,

pl~y

of grea ter powe r than

~ Sec o nd~. Tang ueray .

Most of the later play s of Piner o may be char acter leiZed as come dies of mann ers or fashi ons, not in the Midd
In The Bene fit of the Doub t, The Princ ess and
tOnia n sens e.

~ ~tterfll,

-

Trela wney

~

--

the Well s, and

1h!

Gay

~

Quex,

le
we find him in his most brill iant manner prod ucing gent
These plays are also marked
Satir es upon soci al cond ition s.
b~ that mast ery of stag ecra ft. which has place d him at the head
Ot the dram atic write rs of the prese nt time.
In the hand ling ·

Ot the expo sitio n and the denou amen t, in his treat ment of the
d
cli~a_
conan
gle
strug
the
of
tion
enta
pres
the
in
~ Scen es,
.
tlict , his stage appr entic eship stand s him in good stead
5. 11 .

6.

errma nn, 23.
11errmannt . p. 34ff .
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Among his later plays are Letty, His House

lE

Orde~, The

Thund~bolt,and Midchannel, which deal with serious sub-

jects as well as a few of more comic type.
He was made a baronet in 1905.

His most recent

Plays, Preserving Mr. Panmure, and ~ Mind--the-Paint Girl
bid fair to be among his most popular productions.

1h!

Second

M!!.

Tangueray was first presented at the

St. James Theatre, London, on Saturday, May 27, 1893.

It

was first printed in 1895,and in ten years_the sixth impression had appeared.

The popularity of Mr. Pinero was

aUch that a play from his pen was not allowed to wait long
before production.
The play is a tragedy dealing with a serious social
prOblem, which aroused the greatest diversity of criticism.
Pinero had already in !he -Profligate revealed a tendency to
treat with subjects of deeper and more vital interest than
.

are involved in his farces and comedies.

~:.

The sudden turn to

Serioua coneiderations has generally, without very conclusive
eV'd
Be
1 ence, been accredited to the influence of Ibsen.
that aa it may, a storm of c~iticism arose immediately upon
th
The problem
e appearance of ~ Second M!:!!. Tanguerq.
Presented is that of a woman with a past, who wishes to regain
a aocial standing upon a lev~l with that of others more oon-

~.ntionally behaved.

Paula Ray, an outoast from societY,is

lo,.ed and married by .Aubrey Tanqueray, who believes that he

can

bring happiness to both by such aotion.
The progress of the play demonstrates the utter

tutility of such an attempt.

Pinero teaohes that not onlY
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do ,the consequences of Paula's past misdeeds form a barrier to
her escape from the past, but also that a subtler and more
POwerful ftemesis, the deterioration of her own character,
keeps the life she desires unattainable and makes disaster
inevitable.
There is much discussion among critics and theatre
gOers as to the merits of such a theme, and particularly with
reference to the character of Paula.

The Rev. Clement scott,7

after a spirited tirade against the modern craze for pessimism, in a rather ramarkable figure, complains that "The trail
Of the Ibsen serpent has ensnared the brightest and most

literary of English dramatists

into the net," and pronounoes

PaUla Tanqueray as more outrageously, revolting than all of
Ibsen's heroines put together.

Another critic~ while he

aCknowledges the power o~ the play, is yet convinced t~at
the whole endures because Mrs. Patrick Campbell played the
Part of Paula.
Still another 9 pronounces her "one of the
most triumphant creations ever composed for the stage in
truth of portraiture and artistic cunning."
In the face of such varied opinions it is worth
Our While to analyze this character rather closely.

She is

tirst revealed to us as coming to Aubrey's rooms at a rather
Unconventional hour with a letter which is to give him
aCQ

.

•

urate information of her whole life up to this, the eve of

her Weddi ng;a wilful young woman

0f

t wen t y-seven, who "ll.· ke s

t~Uit when it's expensive," who dreams of a time when tha t

~: ~o.

Amer. Rev. 157, 476ff.

9. C· H. Rideing, N. Am. 188, p. 38.

ourtney.

w.

L., Idea of Tragedy, p. 129.

--
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Social set to which her husband belongs will accept her
without question, yet who shows no evidence of a willingness
to sacrifice her own pleasure to accomplish that desire.
The later acts are all in the country home to which N~.
Tanqueray takes his wife.

Here we find her bored, list-

less, jealous of her husband's love for his daughter, resentful of her neighbors' attitude, annoyed by her old friends
even more than by her own utter loneliness of spirit.

It is

in this sympathetic portrayal of a real woman whose character
is indelibly stamped by the selfindulgence and liberties of
her former life,that Pinero has created a great character.
This is truth; and the failure of her marriage is due not so
~uch to the attitude of her neighbors and her stepdaughter as

it is to her own inability to readjust herself to the new
cOndi tiona.

She is not, _like the heroine of

La Dame aux

Ca~eliaa, a glorified courtesan, but is a living creation
whoae faults are real and a necessary part of her moral and
esthetic temperament.
The other characters are less effectively portrayed
and Suggest the type.

Aubrey Tanqueray is a model of

Patience and good nature; on e rather wonders hoW he could fail
to f Oresee the ultimate catastrophe.
Ellean is a piece of
ice, and an excellent presentation of such a c ha rae t ere

The

OrreYeds with their coarse conversation, and their vulgar
habits, and their entire satisfaction with existing conQlu.s1 ons, furnish an excellent foil for Paula and h er id ea I a.

~he

beat of the minor characters is Cayley Drummle.

he .

loa

Altho

in no way essential to the main plot,he is most impor-

tallt in its development.

In the first act, Mr. Pinero
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cleverly uses him to reveal the history of Paula and of
Tanqueray.

Thruout the play he serves as a sort of Greek

Chorus, one not of the action itself, yet one who gives us
some of its more essential aspects.
The single tragic plot is unlightened by any thread
of comic relie f.

From the first,the reader feels that the

catastronhe is inevitable.

This, however, does not inter-

fere with our sympathy for the central character.

I am

unable to see any justification for the statement sometimes
seen, that this is one of the most immoral plays ever
produced.

On the contrary, the author seems to enforce a

certain moral principle with compelling power.

In the last

great scene, where Paula and Aubrey are discussing their
future, she cries out in despair, "I believe that the future
is only the past again, ~ntered through another gate."

If

there is any central theme in the play at all, it is that
one cannot escape from his own deeds, and if I understand the
PrinCiples of moral and religious critics, this is their own
belief.

It is true that the author seems to some extent

influenced by the prevailing spirit of materialism.

It is

also true that the close of the play is pessimistic and
diScouraging, rather than optimistic.

~nile he presents a

PrOblem he does not have any solution to offer.

This is

the POint which might justly be criticised, upon which,

~. Pinero might reasonably retort that were a happy
SOlution offered , it would not be true to life.
Mr. Pinero's 'superiori ty in stage technic and in

literary quality is recognized even by those who most
severely condemn his plays.

This play is a triumph of both.
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William Archer'sll praise of his effective method of
exposition is entirely deserved.

The skill with which Paula's

meeting with Ardale is managed is exceptional.

The prose, in

which the play is written is brilliant, terse, and at times
epigranunatic.

The ease of movement, its polish and smoothness

seem almost unconscious.

The naturalistic movement is

responsible for the use of such a medium for drama, and such
prose as Pinero's is sufficient justification.
3.

Hindle

Wakes,~-by

STANLEY HOUGHTON.

Altho William Stanley Houghton was barely past his
thirty-second year at the time of his death, he had completed
a remarkable series of dramas, which placed him not only first
among the regionalists, but in a high place among those who
deal with vital social questions.

He was born in 1881, the

Only son of John Hartley Houghton, of Manohester, England.
His education was obtained at the Manchester grammar school.
Atter a short period, during which he was engaged in the ootton
trade of that city, he was made assistant dramatio oritic and
ret'lewer upon ~ Manchester Guardian.
This position he
tilled during the years 1906-12.
During this time he was
also writing original compositions, usually in dramatic f orm,
Which are distinguished by the ideas involved as much as by
the dramaturgic skill displayed.
His first plays were
staged at Miss Horniman's repertory theatre in 1mnchester;
~he __
De~ Departed, a one act play -appearing in 1908, ~d
~

~ Means in
11

1909,

~nd ~ Younger Generation in

• Aroher , Playmaking, 120, 128.

1910.
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The
The last named deals with the conv entio n attac ked in
shows
Fifth Commandment, conta ins a meas ure of satir e, and

-

some debt in the crea tion of char acter , to thea trica l
realtrad ition , altho there is a cons idera ble reve latio n of
His othe r work s, as well as these earl ier play s
and
Were all repro duce d in London durin g the years of 1912
1913 .
Of six addi tiona l play s, those most worth y and most
istic powe r.

tYPi cal, seem Hind le Wakes and Trus t the Peop le.
Desp ite his untim ely death , the play s of Willi am
Stan ley Houg hton are alrea dy marke d as repre senti ng the
More than
leadi ng trend of mode rn real istic and soci al dram a.
atist
most of his conte mpor aries , he follo ws Ibsen . as a dram
The
of ideas whic h are made the very essen ce of his work .
tWo socia l ideas of which his stock in trade cons ists,
the
acCO rding to IJr. Stor er, are the femi nist feeli ng and
The latte r is the
attit ude towa rd the olde r gene ratio n.
nt,
motiv e of ~ Youn ger Gene ratio n, and The Fifth Commandme
s,
but it appe ars in his othe r dram as, in Indep ende nt Mean
It is also found
and in Hind le Wakes, which it perv ades .
inlpd epen dent Mean s, and in some of his earl ier one- act
In all his plays his outlo ok upon the vita l socia l
Play s.
too
PrOblems is telli ngly prese nted , altho the dram atist is
~Uch the artis t ever to inter rupt the prog ress of his play
l
With anyth ing that resem bles dida ctici sm or preac hing .
~h1s habi t of drivi ng home his lesso ns, or ideas , thru the
2 into
actio n of the char acter s seems to ' puzz le some criti cs

~: i~r~~g

Age, 280, 413f f.
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a doubt whether his serious passages are really serious.
The most sympathetic appreciation of Mr. Houghton
and his work is that given by Mr. ~11is,3
glimpse of the man himself.

who gives us a

Of great personal charm and

Sincerity, he possessed reticent disposition and a keenly
sensitive pride.

"Temperamentally a rebel, a spiritual

anarch,'s t, he was incapable of shouting his message in the
market place."

His ovm success seemed to startle him,

while there was always a rather hesitating fear of the
future.

Vmat he might have done, it is idle to speculate

Upon; what he has done is truly a remarkable achievement for
a matured dramatist, far more so when we recall that he had
not yet reached the prime of life.
Hindle Wakes was first produoed by Miss Horniman's
Ii..

rep,rtory company of Manchester, at the Aldwych Theatre, on
SUnday, June 16th, 1912.

This remarkable company has had the

honor of introducing to the public many of the most promising

ot mOdern plays, including several of Galsworthy's and
Shaw's, as well as almost all of Houghton's.

The play was

brought to New York in the course of the year, where it met with

~arYing expressions of svproval, but curiously enough, was
not charged with immoral tendencies, as it had been in England. 4
It was published in 1913.
It is based upon contemporary social conditions.

Like Galsworthy's Eldest Son

lt deals with the "unwritten law" which prescribes marriage
5
aa the one reparation for seduction~and finds it false.
:. ~glish Review 16 p. 274ff.
MUnsey's Magazine '48- 844-5.
S •of
'
"
or a comparison of
these
two dramas, see Cour t ney ' s
article in the Fortnightly Review, 100, p. 16ff, also
The Nation, 95; 572.
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Hindle is a village in
principal occupation.

Lanca~hire,

where weaving is the

WaKes is the local term for the mid-

summer vacation, which culminates in the August bank holiday.
Fanny Hawthorne, a weaver, and Alan Jeffcote, son of the
local magnate, her employer, have spent the week end together
at a neighboring village.
to save her reputation.

Her parents insist upon marriage
(There is more than a hint that her

mother is just as eager to obtain some of the Jeffcote money.)
Nathaniel Jeffcote swallows his disappointment and threatens
to disinherit Alan unless he marries Fanny.

.

This necessatates

his breaking off with Beatrice Farrar, to whom he "is engaged.
The plans are suddenly brought to naught by the surprising
declaration of Fanny, that she will not have Alan, because .

~ forsooth he is not good enough for her.
'Undreamed of.

Such heresy is

The final - curtain leaves Alan, FannY,and Mrs.

Jeffcote satisfied , but the old school represented by the
elder Hawthornes and Nathaniel Jeffcote are plainly beaten
and disgruntled.
dialect.

The play is written in the Lancashire

Only two characters, Alan and Beatrice,have had

SUffiCient education to enable them to break away from their
native speech, and of these, the former, in moments of
e~citement,drops back to Lancashire.

Altho. this might seem

a crUde and awkward medium for a serious artistic production~
~Ost of us have, I believe, come to associate dialect writing

With humor;-it is handled with such skill as to seem the only
apPropriate speech for these characters.

The gray quiet

atmOSPhere in which the author has enveloped the play, adds
to
There is no action; or rather,
Our sense of the unusual.
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there is one incident, but that took place before the opening
of the play.

This is the drama of conversation and ideas

which Ibsen began and which Mr. George Bernard Shaw has so
zealously championed.

The whole play leads definitely and

directly up to Fanny's refusal to marry Alan.
But if there is little action in the play, there is a
great deal of excellent character drawing.

Seldom, indeed,

have eight characters been set before readers or audience
W{th as little waste in the matter of description and ex4

POsition.

Seldom, too, do we find such excellent examples

Of contrast i ng characters in close juxtaposition. ·

In the

Hawthorne family circle we find a COld, hard woman who manages her family and her house for its worldly good and
rUles with a tyrant's sway over her weak, good-natured husband . ,
and her moody daughter.

In the Jeffcote family, Mr. Jeffcote

tYrannically c ontrols everything with intolerance for any
thOUghts opposed to his own.

A sense of justice is almost

deified by him and he prides himself upon his unbending will,
even when it forces him to a disagreeable situation,
His
Vlife is milder, but is by no means weakly submissive in thought
at any rate.

Sir Timothy Farrar is a man of the world, who

cares little for justice or right, so far as others are conQerned.
He is quite willing to engage in intrigues and to
allow that privilege to others so long as there is no scandal.
ae sees no harm in Alan's' deed until his father announces that
the boy is to be diSinherited.
thou's treated my Beatrice right."

Then he is "not sure
Subtly and surely all

the Worldliness of the old knight is exposed, altho he
l>rotests not to

care J~ the "brass."

Christopher Haw-
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thorne, genuinely distressed over his daughter's puzzling
delinquencies and feeling almost as much sympathy for his old
friend who has agreed to "see him treated right" is typical
of the men of his class.

His wife, with her sharp tongue and

her bitter disposition, is divided between her anger at Fanny
and her desire to see her married to the son of the richest
man in Hindle.

It is plain to be seen that she would be

quite willing to forgive all Fanny's trespasses were she but
to attain a marriage with Alan.

Mrs. Jeffcote, on the other

hand , frankly opposes the marriage.

Her reasoning is rather

curious at times, and strikes the reader as possibl, satirical;
but she is thoroly honest in her motives.

She does not want

Alan to marry Fanny, and her steadfast adherence to that
principle brings a curious community of spirit between her' and
Fanny.
The three young people of the play present as wide
a contrast.

Beatrice Farrar is of that religious turn of

mind Which feels a self-gratulatory fervor in self-sacrifice.
She refuses to marry Alan, not because she is revolted by
his deed, but because she feels it her duty to do so.

She,

like Mrs. Jeffcote, is still convinced of the necessity of
a dOUble standard for men and women.

lilan is a weal{ good-

natured character, rather negative than positive.
Fanny that the chief interest of the play lies.

It is in
A rebellious,

mUtinous spirit, who likes to have her good time, and is
a\Verse to paying for it.

not

She is misunderstood by her parents.

Bowever, it is not a pathetic situation, except for her
parents.

~anage

on

She is conscious of her own independence, "can

twentY~five

bob a week,"

and will take that future
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With all its dangers and

disc~uragements

rather than marry

a man, whom, to h is ovvn i ntense surpris e an d chagrin, she
regards as not good enough for her.

Incidentally, she deals

a forceful blow at the do uble standard idea of morality, by
declaring the right of a woman to enjoy herself, altho. it's
to be doubted if any of them saw it.
The play was severely criticised by some of the
London papers for its immoral teaching.

In reality, there
As Ibsen in

can be no essential immorality in such a theme.

!he DOll's House, and Galsworthy in ~ Eldest .§.£a, ~ Mr.
Houghton in Hindle Wakes proclaims that marriage requires a
deep and firm foundation.

A marriage based upon such be-

ginnings could have had no outcome save disaster.

A

SUbterfuge to save the "honor" of the woman before the public
eye, must inevitably result in utter loss of any real honor
which might be involved.

Indeed, according to the writer

for the Athenaean,6 the Lancashire people thought Fanny showed
the only sound sense in the play, and that the whole made a great
ado about nothing.
In spirit, there is a curious mingling of humor and
Serious statement.

Each humorous passage is likely to strike

Us as having,after all, a very serious import.

And when

ijoUghton is serious
.
, we find .usually a sarcastic element
lUrking at the basis of his serious statements.

We

Scarcely know how to t a ke his satiric humor which exposes
the characteristic fOib+es of Lancashire folk in such a way
as to hit the seoret weaknesses of us all.
G

• Sept., 24, 1913, p. 324.

I

fancy that

there was a sarcastic intentton in making Sir Timothy the
chairman of the educational committee.

There is a somewhat

cynical tendency in the self-deceptive attitude of the elder
Jeffcote, who does not exactly understand his own motives.
There is a dry humor in Mrs. Jeffcote's declaration that she
Will never be able to fancy Llandudno again.

Alan's

eXplanation of his part in the affair is the height of impudence
and absurdity, but it is to be supposed that at least he thought
it was true, altho. we are inclined to wonder what Beatrice
really thought of his cry, "The awfulness of having another
girl in my arms, and wanting you."
4.

THE MOB--by John Galsworthy.

John Galsworthy, the leading genius of the group of
dramatists gathered around Bernard Shaw, was born in 1867, in
Devonshire, the descendent of an ancient Saxon family.

His

Parents · were in pro:s perous circumstanoes, so that he was under
no neceSSity for haste in choosing a profession.

He took

Up the study of law, but without much enthusiasm.

Muoh of

his early manhood was spent in travelling.
His literary work falls into four classes.

His

nine dramas, which form his most signifioant acoomplishment,
-ere published between 1909 and 1914, in three series.
are noteworthy. but are best considered later.

All

A series of

~n~~els and stories,begun by ~ ~~ Property, in 1906, and

~b~

1h!

Dark Flower of 1913

___

11te of today.

'

t

shOW

a careful

study of English

In 1912 he published a volume of verse

entitled MOOds, songs,~ ~oggerels, which is typical of his
realistic work, although not ranking remarkably high as poetry.
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During the same year he also produced a volume of essays under
the pleasing title of The

~ ~

Tranquillity.

In both his novels and his plays, Galsworthy has
achieved almost phenomenal success, and is, according to the
I

.

critic of Current Literature, a worthy successor to Mereditp
and Hardy, as well as the most important dramatist now writing
for the English stage.

In both kinds of writing he deals

With social problems in a naturalistic manner.

His novels,

according to the same critic, are analytic, while his plays
are synthetic.

Without going into a discussion of the

comparative difference of treatment, I shall here .pass to
his plays which are of most interest to us.
Unlike many of the modern social writers and thinkers,
Galsworthy is interested not in the individual, but in the
Olass.

This is

p~ticularly

shown in the first

volume.

In

~ Silver ~, we find an instance of the general, seen through

the particular; rather than the particular through the general,
as was the former custom.

Here he exposes that so-called

justice which condemns a man of a poorer class for the same
deed which, on the part of a wealthier man would be utterly
ignored.

The excellence of the technic has made this play

oonsidered by m~ny as one of his best.

l£Z, in the same

aeries of plaYS,with its fixed characters, and its olashing
ot temperaments , is an excellent study of selfishness.

Strife,

Clearly the best of the three, is a social drama built upon a
broader scale.

Here is portrayed the olash of labor and

capital, of masters and' men.
'1

• Cur. Lit. 48, p. 81.

There is a grim but effeotive
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background of strikers which 'only serves to intensify the
figures of the two opposing protagonists, John Anthony and
DaVid Roberts.

In spite of his apparent sympathy for the

leaders, the conclusion seems to be that the crowd will always choose compromise.
Justice, (1910) the first play of the second series
assails a more vital part of the social system.

The hero,S:

Pitiful weakling, yIil,6 is caught in the clutches of the law and
hounded to destruction.

In this case, the play had some

practical effect; his realistic portrayal of English prison
life brought about some needed reforms in the system.

This

VOlume also contained The Little Dream, and The Eldest ~.
The latter is mentioned under Hindle Wakea.

The third aerie a

COntained The Pigeon, 1912, The .E'ugitive, 1913, and The Mob,
19 14.
The first of these is one of his most delightful playa,
altho slightly satirical, it has less of a didactic purpose than
~Oat of his work.

The characters are delightfully portrayed,

perhaps the most delightful of all being the French vagabond.

lh! !ug1tive

is a feminist play, which suggests What might

haVe happened to Nora Helmer, had she been a native of England.
The characters are real and live.
1~.

Galsworthy's most recent play,

~ ~

was

Originally produced at the Gaiety Theatre, in Manchester, Jilaroh
30, 1914.

It was published at about the same time.

It is

a tragedy which deals with the question of moral honor and
Patriotism.

stephen Mpre. is member of the English parliament

at a time when war with some inferior half-savage country ia

i~inent.

In the midst of martial enthusiasm he along_ sees

in the war an act of outrage on the part of his native land.
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With all his might he ~pposes. it, against the advice of his
friends, relatives,and political advisers.

Even after war

is declared, he makes a strong speech against it, and then
goes through the country speaking for weeks, against the unjust struggle wh ich still continues.

Of course, he is obliged

to give up all his political aspirations, and to resign his
POsition.

His friends have deserted him.

At his meetings

he is jeered at and pelted by the very people whom he is
struggling to help.

When he returns to his home for a day of

rest, disaster waits him.
news of

~~~

The servants desert at his approach;

brother's death in battle intensifies his wife's

feeling, and he f inds himself alon,e in the great house with a
~ob yell i ng outside.

~ hey

break in, and are met by the foot-

Illa.n, Henry, whose sudden and unexpected return is a relief
from t he awful loneliness in which More w~s enevloped, but
soon the mob has its own way and ere long Stephen More, half
thru malice, half thru acoident, lies dead among the rabble.

~here's an aftermath, when indefinite time has elapsed, which
shows that some one besides Steel had recognized the utter
necessity of his work by erecting a worthy monument to his
memory.
The setting of the play is, in keeping with the
theme, somewhat more dignifi~d and exalted than the naturalistic Social dramas usually employ.

The characters are men

and women of refinement and education, drawn from the best of
the English middle class.

The time of the play, is, judging

tl'om the c cntext, contemporary, but that must not be understOOd as meaning that he. dealt with a contemporary political
Situation.

The whole is surrounded with an atmosphere of
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tragic intensity, which increases with every speech until the
final catastrophe.

Galsworthy seems to have about the same

degree of faith in mob rule that Shakespeare revealed.
The characters are well portrayed, although the first
reading is likely to leave one with a consciousness of one
character alone.

Katharine, the wife, is presented as a quiet,

thinking woman of great strength of will.

From the first

We see that it is inevitable that in the end she must go as the
rest do.

In the meantime, she has made a gallant struggle

to bring her husband to look upon the matter in the light
Which makes it so clear to her and to her people.

Her father,

General Sir John Julian, is utterly incapable of grasping his
son-in-Iaw's point of view.

He looks upon war with all the

patriotic enthusiasm of the man trained in a military life,
deSPite of the fact that he sends three sons to the front.
Mendip, the editor, comes nearer getting More's idea, but thinks
it Political suicide for such thoughts to be expressed,and
advised against it.

The other charaoters are types more or

less thoroly developed.

Only Steel, the secretary, is faith-

fU.l to More thru all the vicissitudes of his perilous career.
Stephen More, himself, is, we feel, a protagonist with
WhoUl' Galsworthy is strongly in sympathy.

Sucoessful in

Parliament, he is upon the verge of greater things when this

~fortunate war interferes with his career.

How easily he

~ight have saved himself all his trouble by merely dropping
the ,Whole matter, is the theme of the whole first aot.

Mr.

Galsworthy, however, is not himself inclined to compromises
as regards his ideals , and his most heroic figure is so far
like his creator.

Stephen More could no more sit quietly in
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his place and see his beloved fatherland rush headlong into a
war which he believed to be a national crime,than he could have
Openly advocated the same war.

That he was an enemy of his

country was far less true than that those who advocated the
war were desirous of her defeat.

He

loved his country deep-

ly, but he was not willing to see her sacrificing her honor.
They accused him of cowardiae, some of his enemies saying that
he was unwilling to take part in the war.

But the co urage

involved in the course Which he adopted was a far finer brand
than that which rushes before the gun of a battlefield.

It

reqUires a greater strength of moral purpose, a greater consciousness of rectitude,to stand before a mob of hostile
creatures and try to convince them that that which they think
White is black.

This is the sort of courage that does not

Often appear, and this is the sort of courage that is needed.

Mr. Galsworthy has the extended outlook of the highly
imaginative man.

He sees more than

mos~

people, consequently

he is truer in his creation of atmosphere and environment.

In

~ ~ there is a unity of atmosphere, if one may speak of

SUch an indefinite thing in that way, which grips the reader
trom the first.
Character.

There is not a single wasted sentence or

Such economy is seldom attained by any man who is

also successful in narrative writing.
delightful literary quality.

His prose has a

strength and vigor prevail, with

remarkable pithiness and directness.

Nowhere is it utterly

Weak or merely pleasing.

5. The Faith Healer --by William Vaughn Moody.

-

'

William Vaughn Moody was born in the village of
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Spen cer. India na, on July 8, 1869 .

Two years later his par-

His fathe r, a
ents moved to New Alban y upon the Ohio Rive r.
a
man of much ente rpris e and abil ity. was for many years
Here in 1884 his moth er died, to whom a
in
most splen did poet ic tribu tes to moth erhoo d is direc ted
Afte r the death of his fathe r in 1886 ,
~ Dagu erreo type.
Alba ny.
the youth for a time taugh t a coun try scho ol near New
steam boat capt ain.

New York ,
At the age of nine teen he enter ed Rive rside Academy,
scho ol.
where he helpe d with the teach ing to put hims elf thru
Afte r spend From 1889 to 1893 he was in Harv ard Univ ersit y.
recei ved
ing a year abroa d as tuto r he retur ned to Harv ard .and
his Maste r's degre e in 1894 .

For a shor t time he was a

ard; but
member of the staf f of the Engl ish depa rtmen t at Harv
as
fron 1893 to 1903 he was in the Univ ersit y of Chica go,
Afte r 1903
instr ucto r and assis tant profe ssor of Engl ish.
ing.
he stead ily refus ed to take any activ e share in teach

Mr. Moody was espe ciall y fond of out door life.

Most

bicy cling
of' his vaca tions seem to have been fille d walk ing and
He made seve ral trips a~road in
tours into unus ual plac es.
Seve ral journ eys
COmpany with Mr. Love tt or lar. Sche vill.
e land,
of' vario us dista nce and dura tion were made in his nativ
he
notab ly one to Arizon~, in 1905 , in the cours e of which
l
This fondn ess for phys ical activ ity
Plann ed The Grea t Divid e.
ghou t
as Well as ment al and emotio~al, found expr essio n throu
his poet ry.
It was in 1909 , shor tly .afte r his marr iage to Harr iet
XII.
l.. Manl y, Intro duct ion to Works of Im. Vaughn Moody, p.
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C. Brainerd, thDt he was
fatal.

att~cked

by the illness which proved

He died at Colorado Springs, October 17, 1910.
Altho he had barely reached the prime of life, he

left behind him a body of poetry remarkable in its promise,
and two prose dramas which are extremely significant in the
story of American literature.

With his friend and colleague,

RObert Lovett, he compiled a History of English literature
which is a masterpiece of its kind.

His poetry is largely

lyric a nd reflective, seldom narrative, altho The Death of ~
seems to have the true epic quality.

In his early poems, as
2
Prof. Manly points out, he is largely imitative. " This
artificiality, however, does not hinder a certain individuality
of conception and phrasing.

After 1896 his poetry was

SUggested more by real inoidents or situations, but always
reveal s a freedom from convention and triviality.
The fact that Moody's poetry is not generally understood is expl a ined by Prof. Manly as due to the fact that it
is not narrative, and the great demands it makes upon the
imagination and the emotions.

The richness of imagery, the

oOndensed diction, the significant phrasing are such as a
~ster

might use.

During his later years he was interested

Chiefly in social and economic themes.
During these later years he planned and partly
e~ecuted

the trilogy which was to embody his vision of life.

nis purpose and accomplishment in this series of poetic drama
ia best treated in Prof. I.1anly's introduction.

tpthe first

• Trace s of Shakespeare, of Milton, of Keats, of Brown i ng, 0 f
Rossetti of "iVi lliam Morris, of Walt Whitman, one may find
in the theme or tone, or rhythm, or, tho seldom, in phrasal
echo.; Ibid, XVII.

2 ,\
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member,

~ ~asgue

£i

Judgmaqt is symbolic;

~

Fire Bringer

second in composition, but logically the first member, deals
with the myth of Prometheus.
The Death of

The third, left fragmentarY ,was

~.

His two prose dramas are the most notable literary
compositions in American drama.

The Great Divide, while

rather disappointing in the latter part, is, nevertheless, very
successful on the stage.

Even critics who insist that the

great American play must possess the didactic aims of Shaw or
Ibsen, are forced to admit the powerful co n ~eption here preSented with a sincerity and sureness of touch whioh places it
far above other plays on similar themes.
Mr. Moody had discussed the plan of The Faith Healer
with Prof. Manly as earlyas

1898,3 but the play was not written

until about 1907, when The Great Divide was at the height of its
success.

It was produced in 1910 at the Savoy in

N~w

York,

and was . publis hed during the same year by Houghton Mifflin
Company.

A little later, the acting version, in which there

Were several alterations made to satisfy the principal actor,
Was published.
The dramatic action is based upon the Singular
experience of Francis Schlatter,4 a remarkable prophet who
appeared in the West about 1892 and effected miraculous cures
thru faith , and his own mysterious power.

Crowds flocked about

him with their sick, even bringing their handkerchiefs to be
blest.

.After accomplishing marve-llous cures, he suddenly

declared his mission at - an end, and mysteriously disappeared.

3. Munly Introd. p. XlIV.

4. Ibid, XVI, The Independent , 68,989. (a review of the play)
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Some time later, it is said, his body was found where it had
fallen in the mountains.

Whether he had escaped for rest or

fled in despair is unknown.
The Faith Healer is a social drama dealing with a
theme of much inherent interest.

It possesses in addition

an element of mysticism and symbolism not unknown in his poetic
work.

The hero of the story, Ulrich Michaelis, appears at

Mathew Beeler's farmhouse in the Middle West on the day before
Easter.

His presence strangely stirs the members of the family.

Mr. Beeler and his sister, Iviartha, are plainly annoyed and

skeptical.

In the first act, the protagonist explains his

mission to Rhoda, Mrs. Beeler's neice, who is profoundly moved
by his religious fervor.

Almost immediately Beeler enters

With a print of Pan and the Pilgrim, which may be taken to
sYmbolize The He~ler's peril near Rhoda.

Shortly afterward,

the child Annie, screams that her mother, for years a bedridden .invalid,iS walking.

In the meantime, a crowd gathers

Outside demanding the help of the Healer.

The doctor and the

Dlinister enter and attempt to persuade "The Healer" the cures
Were purely scientific.

Michaelis is suddenly seized by a

new fear, born of his lIve for Rhoda, whom he fears is a
temptress sent to destroy his power.

Upon her revelation of

her own history, he sees her truly as a girl, "weak and pitiful,"
her soul in need of healing;" thereupon his miraculous power
is restored and he goes forth to meet the multitude conscious

Ot tormer strength, and the play closes with a mighty chorus
Ot "I believe, I do believe. "
In common with other dramatists of the modern era,

the Plot contains but a single thread of interest.

The
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characters personify types of thought.

Michaelis is a

psychologic study of the religious ecstatic; Rhoda, who
approaches real individualitY.,is a repentant Magdalen; Mathew
Beeler, the hard-headed farmer, is an untutored disciple of
Darwin and Spencer; his sister, Martha,

is plainly skeptic;

Dr. Littlefield with his dogmatism and his explanations of the
miracles, is the representative of spirit of modern sCience;
the Reverend John Culpepper embodies religious orthodoxy.
All are drawn with a remarkable breadth and strength.
The action is enveloped with an air of doubt and
mystery which has caused much distress to some critics 5
Who think that the play would gain in power if the reader or
hearer could have a clearer idea of the "purpose" of the play,
and Could know definitely· whether Mr. Moody were trying to
present a "profession of faith, a spiritual romance, or a
dramatic study of existing conditions."
.Another6 sees in
its lack of sermonizing its chief merit.

It is not a

prOpagandio play, but is a study of a strange and mysterious
Phenomenon which sometimes appears in our modern times.

It

is not definite and clear ' in its profeSSion, no doubt beoause
ita author had no definite and clear understanding of the
Phenomenon itself.

True, it has no specific

purpose~but

its

esthetic quality is not hindered by that circumstanoe.
llildegarde Hawthorne, remarks on this score, "The whole play
is laid in an atmosphere of brooding tenderness for human

~1stakes, wrong dOing, and suffering, that is infinitely
5. See the reviews in The Nation, 88; 175-6; 90, 95 and 368.
6. Ibid, 9, 537. Letter from H. E. Woodbridge.
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touohing.

The author is seeking a solution to some of the

puzzling faotors that go to the making of life."7
Like ~ Great Divide, fhe Faith Healer is i;-prose,
altho. it was the author's original intention to write it in
blank verse. 8
In literary quality it is far superior to the
earlier play, marked as it is by the same felioity of expreSSion
and melodious diction whioh characterizes his poems.

Indeed,

there is a deoidedly poetic quality in the play itself.
Certain speeches of The Healer, partioularly those whioh tell
Of the revelation of his miSSion, are deoidedly poetio, as
well as a few passages in the last aot.

With artistio skill,

the dialog is appropriately. fitted to the several ,oharaoters,
unoonsoiously revealing to the reader the peouliartraits of
eaoh.
Why did the play fail on the stage?

One answer hae

already been s~ggested. namely: the vagueness of intent.
Another 9 suggestion is that the alterations made by the aotorproduoer, Henry Miller, gave too muoh of a melodramatio and
artifioial quality.

Still another reason is set forth~O

Upheld by Prof. Manly, 11 that the real reason for the ' stage
failure, wae the author's steady refusal to preeent his hero
in all the sensational surroundings of orowds andnoiee in the
first aot.

Be that as it may, it remains one of the great-

eat Amerioan dramas yet produoed.
In olosing this study I oannot resiet quoting the
Illelllorial poe. by Peroy Maokaye upon the death of the Chioago
7. QUoted CUr. Lit. 49, 671.
Nation, 90, 358.'
Manly, Introd. p. XIV.

li:

8. Manly, Introd. p. XVII.
10. Indep., 68, 989.
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poet:
TO THE FlRE -BRINGER. 12 .
"Singer and lover,
Brother and friend,
Ashes can end
Only the dross of thee;
Quick, Promethean,
Out of the dirge,
And the dark loss of thee
Leaps the s tar-wrestling
Spirit in pean!
Fire, Fire,
Fire was thy bringing;
And urn elemental
Of burning song;
So on thy pyre
We leave it flaming,
here death cannot follow.
Toward thee, who came singing,
-Apollo, Apollo! ' " .
'I t

It has seemed advisable to group here a few points
which were considered sep~rately for each of the Elizabethan
Plays.

In thos.e, for example, the matter of verse and prose

Was of some special importance for each play.
Plays atudied are all in prose.

The modern

This is a result of the

naturalistic movement which began since the Franco-Prussian
War of 1870.

The greatest writer in influencing the use of

prase for dramatic composition was Ibsen, who, after writing
Several plays in verse, turned to prose as the most appropriate
inedium for themes wh ich were to represerit
and accuracy.

life with any truth

The growth of realistic and naturalistic

PhilosoPhy and its reflection in the literature of the last
qUarter of the 19th century made it practically impossible
that any vehicle ,other Ihan prose, should be employed for the

12. From the Century Magazine, 81, 412.
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Another noteworthy innovation is the abandoning
the secondary plot.

o~

f his is partly due to the changes in

stage conditions, but it is also due to a feeling /on the part
Df ~

of the author~ and the public/ necessity of a certain unity of
impression which could not be obtained by means of a dual
plot.
as

There is,in this respect, a return to the Greek attitude

will be noted in a later section.
There has been an enormous change in the stagecraft

of the two periods.

The radical changes in the form of the

stage have naturally had much to do in changing the form of
the drama.

The outer, inner,anQ upper stages of the Elizabethan

Playhouse rendered frequent changes of seene possible without
delaying the performance by long waits between acts.

The

apron extending far out into the midst of the theatre brought
the actor into a closer and more familiar relation with his
aUdience; hence long speeches,often highly rhetorical.did not
lose their force.

The modern stage presenting a room with one

Wall removed has set a barrier between actors and audience
Which has necessitated many changes in structure.
SPeeches and soliloquies do not "go."

Long

The elabo1'B.te and

realistic stage settings require long waits between scenes and
have resulted in fewer changes.

What was in the Elizabethan

Plays presented in five acts and an indefinite number of
SCenes is now presented in three or four acts and usually
jUst as many scenes.

This has tended to produce a greater

degree of uni ty wi thin the play.

The author has found that the

~ngling of plots is ~satisfactory, when easy and qUick change
Of scene is impossible.

In the same way. it has to some

e~tent worked for unity of time and place in the plays, altho
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it is not at all unusual to find plays where each act is in a
different place, and with a

lapse of several years after the

one just preceding .
The regionalist movement in the drama is represented
by two plays,

Hindle Wakes, and The Faith Healer.

This

is the most recent development of the realistic and naturalistic type.

It presents the scenes, settings,and characters

of a definite neighborhood or community with accuracy and
realism.

In dialect, manners,and spirit, the play reproduces

the life of the locality involved..

Hindle Wakes presents

Lancashire weavers and Lancashire dialect, with its pungent
COlloquialisms.

The Faith Healer uses little dialect, but

presents the typical manners of the people of the middle West,
both in speech and action •

.CHAPTER III.
THE PLAYS COMPARED.
1. THE WOlflAN KILLED

E..!1!i KINDNESS and CANDIDA.

Of all the social questions which present themselves
tOday, as well as formerly, the most important is that regardi ng the preservation of the family relation.

It is,

Consequently, not surprising to find it the frequent theme of
the dramatist.
Of

Two plays in this study present the problem

the husband who finds his wife unfaithful to him, and

aeYWOOd's solution for Elizabethan times is as novel as is
Shaw's for the present~
When Master Frankford learned thru a 10,81 servant
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that his trusted friend, Wendoll,

h~d

undermined his wife's

affection and faith, his own sense of honor ·and justice
required proof before vengeance was undertaken.

This being

accomplished, his subsequent actions were in marked contrast
to the course prescribed by conventional practice for husbands
Similarly wronged.

At first, he, like others, was inclined

to give rein to passion and to punish the false friend with
death, but stayed in the heat of his anger, and he leaves
the punishment to the conscience of the guilty one.

Indeed,

his excessive gentleness is shown earlier by his servant's
impatience with his moderation, and his own failure to slay
the guilty pair immediately upon discovery of their sin.
His malediction upon the departing Wendoll reveals a nobleness of character and a keenness of insight not often given
to men so wronged.
"Go, villain; and my wrongs sit on thy soul
As heavy as this grief does upon mine;
When thou recordst my many courtesies,
And shalt compare them with thy treacherous heart,
Lay them together, weigh them equally,
'Twill be revenge enough.

Go;to thy friend,

Judas; pray, pray. lest I live to see
The~,Judas -like.hanged on an elder tree." (IV.5.34-41)

The wife too,

expe~ts

the extreme of cruelty.

"When do you spurn me like a dog?
Underfoot?

When tread me

When drag ~e by the hair?" (IV,5,56-57)

She is apparently surprised when Frankford retires to
deliberate, but expects no less punishment than death.

At

hie declaration of his purpose to treat her with gentleness,

tm.
only banishing her from his sight. she exolaims simply
"A mild 8entence!"

Her own ' brother in speaking of her sin

declares that

"My brother, Frankford, show'd too mild a spirit
In the revenge of such a loathed crime.
Less than he did, no man of spirit could do.

r am so far from blaming his revenge.
That r commend it.

Had it been my case,

Their souls at once had from their breasts been freed;
Death to such deeds of shame is the due meed." (V.4.16-22)
Later, however, this same brother bearsw1tness to
the superior quality of Frankford's play.
"Brother. had you with threats and usage bad
Punished her sin" the grief of her offense
Had not with such true sorrow touohed her heart." (V.5.
92-95)
The unusual feature. then. lies in the treatment of
an intolerable domestio situation.

Heywood appears as the

Champion of humanity and gentleness, aided by a superior moral
conception.

To be sure, it was oustomary for the wronged

hUSband to kill one or both of the guilty pair in revenge

11 his

own humiliation.

Whatever satisfaotion might thus be

gained. is shown to be rather sma ll and worthless.

Many will

agree that Wendoll was allowed to esoape too easily, but we

t·

~nd that Frankford was a man who could be stirred to action

in his pursuit of the fugitive upon the discovery.

A plausible

interruption is furnished which allows us to keep our respect

tOr the husband and at the sSIDe time furnishes an opportunity
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for his customary humanity to assert itself.

He deliberates

Over the punishment to be accorded to his wife, who, now fully
conscious of her position, expects the worst.

It seems almost

in a modern spirit that such a punishment is prepared as will
most thoroly bring about repentance in his wife's heart.
Elizabethan justice was often swift and thoro-gOing, but it
was not accustomed to consider the soul of the condemned.

For

this reason, Heywood's domestic tragedy has a double interest
for the student.
Candida takes up a slightly different phase of the
Same domestic situation.

The members of the triangle in this

Play are Morell, an Anglican clergyman and a Socialist; Candida,
his wife, and Eugene Marchbanks, a poet of eighteen years of
age.

Unlike 1,Irs.

Frank~ord,

Candida is presented as true to

her husband, who, however, is almost convinced that she loves
the poet.

The situation is complicated by the fact that

the pOet boldly proclaims his love for Candida and demands that
Morell surrender his claim.

Morell, at first amused, then

indignant, tries to convince the boy of his folly by argument
and by physical strength, but to his amazement finds that all
the moral defences he builds are quickly annihilated by the
lightning-like logic of the poet.

Confident at first of his

Wife's love and of his own power, he is driven to question both:"A woman with a great soul, craving for reality, truth,
freedom, and being fed on metaphors, sermons, stale perorations,
~ere

rhetoric.
Do you think a w0man's soul can live on your
talent for preaching?" .
"Yes, to be idle, selfish and useless; that is to be
beautiful and free and happy; hasn't every man desired that with
all his soul for the woman he loves?

That's my ideal; What's
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YourS?

And that of all the dreadful people who live in these

hideous rows of houses?

Sermons and scrubbing-brushes!

'iii th you to preach the sermon, bnd your wife to scrub."
~he

result of the strained situation is the famous

aUction scene, wherein Candida is forced to choose between the
two men.

Morell, in recognizing the right of Candida to

choos e her own Ii fe, is recognizing the fact that she has an
individuality which must be considered.

When he has ceased

to make her happy, v:hen her love is drawn elsewhere, he adVises
her right, to go where her happiness is to be found.

Altho,

in the first passion of his disappointment and suffering, he,
like Frankford, is tempted to throttle his rival, a saner mood
prefails.
There is room for a difference of opinion regarding
the superiority of moral attitude in the two plays.

Any

deCision will depend upon one's individual philosophy rather
than any set rules of moral conduct.

The difficulty of

deCision is increased by the fact that such a solution as Shaw
Suggests would have been impossible in the Elizabethan age,
when the marriage laws were more strictly regarded than in the
Present time.

In spite of the Renaissanoe and the consequent

l~portance of the individual, there was not . a very marked
tendency to allow to the woman the right of individual thinking,
especially after her marriage.

In modern times under the

influence of Ibsen and continental philosophy, there has

de~eloped a belief that a woman h~s a right to live her own life~that she has certain rights as an individual which may at
times transcend the family relations.
The morality of the solution to the particular
PrOblem presented by Heywood in A Woman Killed With Kindness
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cannot be questioned.
Master

Frank~ord

In this most difficult of all Situations ,

behaved with a noble humanity which well became

a Christian gentleman, and at the same time retained his own
dignity.

Sin

against the marriage vows had been committed-,

a return to former relations was impossible; the possibility
of divorce seems not have been considered but at that time ,
such an action was attendod with much expense and difficulty.
In consideration of all these things, the only just and
honorable course which the spirit of the times left open, is
that pursued.

The punishment was sui ted to the. individual

case, and an unexpectedly humane solution was reached.
In considering the mor8lity of Mr. Shaw's play, we
must first consider the spirit of philosophy which gave it
birth.

There grew up in the latter part of the nineteenth

century a materialistic philosophy which attempted to explain
character as the result of heredity and environment.

If this

be true, a death bloW is dealt to conventional morality.

The

responsibility of actions of individuals is removed from the
individual and thrown upon the society which has produced
them.

And i f the individual is no longer to be considered

responsible for his actions, it is unjust to punish him for
actions which may conflict with the conventional ideal.

Rather

the society which is to blame for his conduct should suffer.
~hia rather discouraging belief is presented in Galsworthy's

Playa, especially in such a drama as Justice.
But such a belief is more often accepted in the study
and as of general application; it is seldom applied by the
student to himself.

Even those writers who most uphold it

a~e occasionally found creating a character who has something
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more than what may be gained merely from heredity and
environment.

Is it not wh en Hora Helmer realizes that she has

become a mere creature of environment and heredity that she
rebels against the conditions which would keep her such, and
departs that she may have a chance to develop her real self?
Is it not true that 110rell is ready to give Candida an
opportunity to choose between the poet and the preacher because he realizes that she belongs to herself,--that she has
a mind of her own and can solve her own problems quite

independently of his teachings?

And if Candida had ohosen

the poet, if she had even been as false to her husband as was
Mistress Frankford, can we imagine her as repenting or as
recognizing her husband's right to punish her?

On the other

hand, if Franldord were today put in the same position, he
WOuld probably act as Morell does.
As I have said, any conclusion

8S

to the superior

morality of either play must be based upon the philosophy of the
stUdent.

To me, Mr. Shaw's play possesses a slight superiority,

and for this reason: he refuses to recognize the right of any
one individual to control the life of another, and allows to
the Wife the power of formulating and carrying out her own
ideals, even tho those should by chanoe come into conflict with
his Own.
2.

THE HONEST WHORE and THE SECOND~. TANQUERAY.
Two plays, The Honest Whore and ~ Second ~.

~9ueray, separated by a lapse of almost three centuries,

deal with the same world-old problem: the regeneration of the
But a vital difference i n treatment 1"S found
fallen woman.
between the play of today and that of three hundred years ago.
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ays
Dekk er and lJidd leton subm i t~ . an optim istic vi ew and portr
Mr.
.
Bell afro nt's succ essfu l strug gles again st fearf ul odds
failu re
Pine ro's hero ine, on the othe r hand , reve als a tragi c
with the impl icati on that no othe r outco me is poss ible.
Undo ubted ly both Mi ddlet on and Dekk er knew thoro ly
r knew
the curre nt vices of London life, as indee d, the latte
But unli k e his conte mpor aries , Middle ton end
all its phas es.
ROwley, Dekk er is able to prese nt his figur es as human
s and
indi vidu aliti es, and to pas s over or avoid the coars enes
".All his
ribal dry intro duce d into the plays of hi's fello ws.
een good
life long, Dekk er was conc erned with the strug gle betw
In The Hone st Whore he pictu res righ t and wron g
ities •.,,1
in the human hear t, huma nly swayed by othe r pers onal
st Whore,
It is this trait whic h we' find prev ailin g in The Hone
for the
Which leads to the opini on that Dekk er is respo nsibl e
The char acter of espe cial
grea ter porti on of the play .
Firs t prese nted to us as a
inter es't to us is Bell afron t.
and evil .

olito ,
cour tesan , she is c onve rted by the persu asion of Hipp
Real izing
Whose admi rable qual ities have inspi red her love .
ctic
that she cann ot win his 10ve , she heeds his rathe r dida
r.
SPee ches, and imme diate ly · sets abou t retri evin g her hono
ially
As a first step, conv entio nal mora lity is at leas t part
--a
Satis fied by her marr iage to. Ivi:athe o, her first betra yor,
it was
marr iage which requ ired a decre e from the Duke befor e
When we know some thing of the good -natu red, yet
cOnsummated.
of this
WhOlly irres pons ible, and altog ethe r immo ral char acter
marr iage
"high -flYi ng" galla nt, we cann ot but feel that such a

1. Hunt , Dekk er, p. 7.
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is bound to result disastrously.

But Bellafront's patience

and resolution are sufficient to withstand not only all rr:arital
failings and the degradation of poverty; she endures with
humility the scorn of her father and with steadfast determination spurns the temptations of riippolito, whose virtue seems
not to have been of the lasting quality.

She is, in the end,

triumphant, recognized as a good wife and an honorable woman.
Sir Arthur ?inero's great play, as I have said,
presents the other side of the question.

After an ignoble

past, Paula Ray is married to Aubrey Tanqueray, who, with a
full knowledge of her former life, thinks to raise her to his
own position, "to prove," in his own words, that it is possible
to rear a life "of happiness, of good repute, on a miserable
foundation."

He makes the attempt.

He carries Paula away

from her old haunts and friends and establishes her in an
irreproachable community.
is bored, dissatisfied.

But happiness is not found.

Paula

Her husband's old friends stand aloof;

his daughter is cold; Paula herself is irritable and jealous.
SUddenly the spectre of her old life appears in the person
Of Ellean's lover.

She gathers her strength for one heroic

task, tells Aubrey the last hidden chapter, and then takes her

Own

life.
The question which naturally arises upon the coupling

Of

these two plays is first of all, which is truer from the

moral point of view?

To this, the answer is unhesitatingly

1n favor of the earlier play.

D~kker's

tone was always highly

mora12 and this play is no exception to the rule.

2.

Saint sbury , Elizabethan Literature, p. 205.

The tone
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of the whole play betrays De kker's passionate interest in the
continua l struggle between right and wrong.

By Middleton,

the marriage of a courtesan to an unwilling husband was usually
treated as comedy.

Ve find nothing of the sort here; it is a

serious question, to be seriously considered.

The eloquent

rebuke of Hippolito in r art I, a nd Bellafront's nobler defense
in Part II, are marked examples of the stern moral standard,
which Dekker upheld; with the utmost simplicity and directness
of' speech, he drives home his lesson.
offered.

Sin must reap its punishment.

There is no compromise
In no sense does

Dekker offer any lightening of the penance; rather he increases
it, for besides her sorrow .a t the scorn of her father, Bellafront
is forced to endure even abuse at the hands of her husband.
Worse still, she is enco~raged by him to return to her old life
fOr the sake of gold, at the same time that she is assailed by
Hi4li to.

"Like · many plays of the times, it shocks the

daintier sensibilities of an age that saves its conscienoe by
borrowing lts dramatic emotions from aoross the channel,or by
- intellectualizing them until they become mere hypothetical
Problems.

A comparison -with Mrs. Warren's Profession, or

~ Second Mrs. Tanqueral must show at onoe the superior art and
healthier morals of the older play.,,3

In contrast, we find

Pinero presenting in Paula Tanqueray, a woman who has lived the
life of the courtesan for severa l years.

Unlike Bellafront,

ahe wins the affections of the man she loves.

He marries her

aVerring his confidence that the past can be ignored.

ia the first mistake.

This

The question is not "how a woman with

a past can beco me a woman without a past, If as one oritic has
2. Schellins, I, 338.
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phrased it, but ho w a fallen woman can regain her honor.
Certainly she shou l d not expect to escape all conse quence of
her sin.

Yet such is t h e attitude taken by Paula and her

husband.

Mr. Pinero's own attitude seems to be that there

is absolutely no hope for any such regeneration.

But examples

of it are known every day by the social workers of today.

In

the seco nd place, the modern playwright seizes upon the outer
eVidences of respectability.
the standards set.

"Happiness and good repute" are

I think Bellafront and her creator went

deeper for their standards; they built in the character the
foundation for good re pute.

Where Bellafront suffered the

gibes of her old friends, Paula was only ignored by her
neighbors.

She was irritable and impatient, scarcely

apparently of the sacrifice Aubrey had made for

her~

cOl~scious

and hardly

at all conscious Of any necessity for sacrifice on her own
part.

Dekker's play deals adequately with a great problem.

Sir Arthur Pinero's play presents a

single phase of a similar

Problem but not in such a way as to convince us of any important
SOlution to a vexing question in morality or expediency.
The contrast is especially marked,in view of the fact
that the spirit of the Elizabethan age was scarcely such that
we might expect to find such a theme treated with charity.
The present age, more than any previo us per10d,is imbued with
the altruistic spirit.

With our social workers and our

Oharitable organizations, we may reasonably expect to find some
hope and encouragement for the

To Dekker's credit,

be it said that in charity, in tenderness, and in sympathy. he
B'U.:rpasses the greater number of writers todaY,as much as he
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surpassed those of his

ovm

time.

Why, then, this difference in the interpretation of
a theme unhappily so common?

The most important reason to be

given is based upon the difference in the philosophy of the
two periods.

Dekker was a product of the Renaissance and the

Reforms. t ion.

To his age the individual was all-important.

Hence in this play we find evident a spirit of hope, the belief
in the controlling power of the will of the individual.
Bellafront is conceived as an individual, responsible for her
own acts.

The struggle is a struggle within herself, and is

not directed against the whole frame-work of society.

Altho

Itis, to be surel aided by the fact that she has for · so long
been outside the bounds of conventional morality.

On the other

hand, Paula Tanqueray is an outgrowth of the pessimistic
Philosophy of the last half of the nineteenth century.

It is

Jl.,

not Paula along who is engaged in the struggle, but Paula
as she is the product of her life and her environment.

Bella-

front wins because she is able to make adequatel resistance
to the temptations about her.
Out of her Ii fee

She puts her past completely

Paula fails because her life of

indulgence

and freedom has deepened in her( those very traits which make
Well nigh impossible. self-sacrifice and patience, the two
qUalities absolutely necessary for her success.

She had

learned to look only for "happiness""and her disappointment
in her new life is too mu.c h for her.

She cannot say wi th

Bellafront:
"The town has held out long,
lSecause within 'twas rather true than strong."
Altho sincere in her new life, she sees that there is
no relief, "that the future is but the past entered thru
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another gate," and disappears, the victim of fate or environment, which ever we care to call it.
Mr. W. T. Courtney characterizes The

Second~.

Tanqueray as a masterpiece of tragic art,4 portraying as it
does, the failure of the individual to achieve her mission. 5
Mr. Herrmann emphasizes the accuracy and truth with which
Paula is presented "as she real l y is, with all the pathetically"
good

instincts, the littleness and bitterness of her arti-

fic ially developed soul" and finds nothing outs ide the great
masterpieces

which equal it in strong human qualities.

Certainly Paula pays the penalty of her past life, but it must
strike all readers that the rendering of "honest Dekker's"
character is infinitely finer and truer from every point of
view, save perhaps that of dramaturgic effectiveness.

It

seems to me that there is a conscious attempt at a presentation
of a philosophical generalization on the part of lfr. Pinero,
while with the former, there was an attempt to present a given
situation which might or might not be fairly

typical~

happens, it is a more typical case than Pinero's.

As it

Dekker's

moral attitude is the result of his own innate sympathy and
'Understanding.

Like Mr. Hale, I cannot feel that The Second

.Mrs. Toa ngueray is as great a tragedy as t Ir. Courtney assumes.
George Bernard Shaw objects to the play because it
eXhibited,not the sexual reiations, obut the social reactions
set up by the

marriage,~nd

likewise expresses vast contempt

for Pinero as a moralist and philosopher, thus directly opposing
those who hail him as ~he English Ibsen.
This play ~
4. Courtney, The Idea of Tragedy, 128.
5. See also Herrmnn}Living Dramatists, p. 50.
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in particular sets up no philosophy, nor can we feel that it
at all solves the problem whi ch is placed before us.
3.

THB ROARING GIRL and HINDLE WAXE S.
Ibsen is popularly believed to hav e introduced the

feminist to the dramatic world, but long before Nora Helmer's
dilemma was thought of, Uiddleto n and Dekker presented, in 'the
person of Moll cutpurse, a woman who maintained her right to
live her own life in her own fashion.

Refusing to be en-

cumbered by the conventions of hor kind., she sallied forth
in men's apparel and appropriated such of his priveleges as
suited

her humor.

But tho accoutred in man's dress and in-

vadine the rights of men, she is no wanton.
Moll" who is
honor

~, '!.

~

She is "hone st

ever ready ' to protect her friends, to defend her

the sword.

She does not scruple to draw h er sword

upon the man wh o is so stupid as to deem her light because she
does not follow feminine conventions.

She can sing a wanton

Song among her friends; but that is only a phase of greater
freedom in an age when vulgar conversation was common.
all that,she is modest.

For

She knowB all the forms of vice

common to a great city, but is not therefore a practiser of
them.

On the contrary, she moves unharmed and respected thru

them all, and We leave off ~eading with a wholesome regard for
her, who sucoessfully evaded all the dangers attendant upon

an innovation.
In Hindle Wakes we find another heroine who proclaims
her right to live her own life.

Fanny Hawthorne's character

and ideas show more than a trace of the influence of George
Bernard Shawano.. Ibsen.

The play itself is a revolt against
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the

unwritten law which prescribes marriage as -the only

refuge for the girl who has fallen.

But incidentally Mr.

Houghton took occasion to deal a blow at the double standard
which convention has established to regulate the lives of men
and women.

'i-;here The Roaring Girl asserted her right to

share in the freedom of men so far as clothes and morals were
concerned, Fanny proclaimed her right to his amusements and
his vices a s well.

That a rather extreme instance is shown

serves all the better to emphasize her point of view.

To the

despair of the conservative and respectable element, she
deliberately refuses to marry Alan.

The reason that she gives

is not surprising sin ce the days of Nora Helmer.
"It isn't because I'm afraid of spoiling your

li~e

that I'm refusing you, but because I'm afraid of spoiling mine."
'P. 100)

R.u.. ~tpM ~ . (M.A./) ~
Free and independent, she has her trade at fI life may

~1ve he~,

Fanny.

no sentiment is allowed to intrude.
Why on earth should I love you?

Love you?

jUst some one to have a bit of fun with.

You were

You were an amuse-

Inent,--a lark.
Alan.

(shocked)

Fanny.
Alan.

Fanny! ,

Is that all you cared for me?

How much more did you care for me?
But it's not the same, I'm a man.

Fanny.

You're a man, and I was your little fancy.

a woman, and You were

~

little fancy.

Well, I'm

You wouldn't prevent

a Woman enjoying herself as well as a man. if she takes into

her head?
Alan.

It sounds so jolly immoral.
And so it does. in truth.

It ~ immorfal,or unmoral~
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-tht:

to a cert a in extent.

Even the most rabid opnonent of double

"

~

standard would scarcely maintain that Fanny has taken an
attitude to be commended.

And yet, upon the whole, she is

not entirely unjustified.

Certainly she was quite right

in refusing to marry the son of the wealthy manufacturer, but
her choice of a method to proclaim her independence is
scarcely to be commended.

'lie can sympathize wi th her when

she declares "So long as I've to live my own life, I don't
see "'lhy I shouldn't choose

w".~t

~

it should be."

We have,

however, more sympathy and a more kindly feeling for the frank
and courageous figure of Moll Cutpurse, who for all her roaring and canting, bore herself nevertheless with stern honor
thruout her career.

Her delight in fooling Sir Alexander

Wengrave and helping "poor ringdoves," is equalled by her
joy in the punishment of Laxton's presumptuous judgment.
To her friends she explains her own life:
"Must you have
~black ill name, because ill things you know?

Perhaps for my mad going, some reprove me,
I please myself and care not who else love me." (V,l,p.lOl)
She would like, in her own person, to avenge all the wrongs of
women, but failing that, to the question "When wilt marry?"
she replies:
"When you shall hear .
Gallants void from

sergeant~'

Honestly and truth

uns18nd~red,

fear,

Woman manned, but never pondered,
Cheats booted, but not coached,
Vessels older ere they're broached;
If my min' be then not varied,

Ne~t day following I'll be married." (V,2,p.IIOJ ·'~'
"This sounds like doomsday," but others beside Sir Alexander
'i~ engrave

have learned not to "Condemn by common voice."
From the point of view of morality, the earlier

play is superior to the latter in one respect.

While

Fanny Hawthorne is combating the idea of a double standard
of morals by adopting the amusements, even the vices of men
.

Mad Moll attempts to correct these same vices.

~he

.

one

lowers the conventional feminine standard; the other would
raise the masculine standard without lowering her own.

With

such an attitude, one can unhesitatingly affirm that the
morals of Dekker and Middleton are superior at least in a
slight degree to those of Houghton.
4.

THE MOB and A FAIR QUARREL.

There is a marked similarity in the themes used
by Middleton in A Fair Quarrel and by Galsworthy in The .M2E,.
The former presents a social problem dealing with the honor
of the individual; the latter a similar problem dealing with
the question of national honor.

Both uphold an ideal which

transcends the popular conception of honor as referred to his
particular case.

Both heroes are misunderstood in their

devotion to the ideals which alone are real to them, and are
condemned by their friends as cowardly and Quixotic.

The

earlier playwright successfully avoids a tragic ending which
is made inevitable by the later · one.
In order c1early to appreciate the importance
of Captain Ager's character, we need first to recall the
condition of the age in which he was created.

The Elizabethan

age was an age of chivalry, belated it is true, but for that
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very reason, all the more likely to rush to extremes ' in the
defense of that intangible ' thing called honor.

Moreover,

since a question of honor could only be settled by an appeal
to arms, few indeed Q were the valiant spirits who dared refuse
the slightest cause for fighting.

Indeed, t his is not to

be wondered at when we recall that even the slightest hesitation
in resenting an injury was liable to brand the delinquent one
as a coward, an epithet of far more power then than now

•

to

provoke enmity.
In the character of Captain Ager we find several
departures from the ordinary hero of his time, altho his
friends did not at first realize just where the difference lay.
We are told at the outset that he is the ideal knight; we see
him, courteous, brave, and manly, conscious of his own ability
and worth, upon his first appearance in marked contrast the
impetuous Colonel.

il e

are forced to admire his behavior

when the fiery Colonel insists upon a duel for a trivial
cause.

With unshaken

composure~

he contends that ,here is

not cause for hostility, but yet is not so backward as to
convince us of any cowardice.

Indeed, the loyalty of his

friends has already furnished testimony of the reputation
Which he enjoys.

But when a cause is given, when in the

heat of anger, the Colonel hurls at him an epithet

which

blasts
"At one report, two ' reputations,
A mother's and a son's."
Be is eager for the opportunity to fight.

He begs for the

Sword of which his uncle'S cunning has deprived him.

He

flames for action and can scarcely wait for an opr ortunity to
prove the lie by the sword.

In the meantime, he exults
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that such a good cause for fighting has fallen to his lot,
exults, that is, until it ocours to him What a great calamity
it would be if he were unable to fight in defense of this
particular cause.

He begins to question whether it be a

just cause for which he i s to fight.
II

I am too full

0

f conscience,

Knowledge, an d patience, to give justice toft;
So careful of my eternity, Which consists
Of upright actionslthat unless I knew
It were a truth I stood for, any coward
Might make my breast his foot-pace."
The most unpleasing act which the hero is allowed to commit
is the appeal to his mother for proof to support his cause.
To us it seems that her quick resentment of the accusation is
unmistakable pro.of of her innocence, but nevertheless she is
able to convince Ager otherwise that she may keep him from
She has sufficient knowledge of her son to know

the duel.

that he will not fight save for a good cause.
right in her estimation of his charaoter.

She is quite

He unhesitatingly

But he does lament the loss of such a

refuses to fight.
good cause.

"What a day's hope there is lost! and with it
The joys

0

f a just oause. II

".A work that I was made fo.r. II

He sacrifices quickly his ambition and eagerness.

VVhen his

friends enter immediately afterwards, congratulating him upon
his "royal quarrel, II 'he i s ready to give some excuse and avoid
the quarrel.

So foreign is this to his usual attitude that
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his friends marvel at it.

~hey

encourage him, taunt him,

and finally give him up in despair at his repeated determination not to stir a hand in this quarrel.

The .Colonel reviles

him and finally gives him the epithet of coward, a term which
gives the stern conscience of the hero an opportunity for
relaxation.
On this score he can and does fight.
"0, Heaven has pitied

my

excessive pati'ence,

And sent me a just cause!

Now I have a cause;

0, coward was I never."
His friends remark upon his joy now that he has a cause upon
which he can fight, and his opponent' finds that Ager has
truly as he says,
".an anger
Has gathered mighty strength against you, mighty;
Yet you shall find it honest to the last;
Noble and fair."
The particular feature which sets this play apart
as an interesting social study is the very fact that Ager
declines to fight save for a good cause, even tho he risks
his reputation in his insistent obedience to his conscientious
scruples.
conventi~n

Few indeed, were those who dared oppose the
in order to satisfy private notions of morality.

Captain Ager deserves great credit for perceiving a higher
standard,and it is not the least of Middleton's or Rowley's
triumph that he was able to create one consistent character
moved by moral conceptions which are truly noble.

Altho

apparently a man of refined and cultivated manners, he too
frequently chose to create characters of the lowest ranks.
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In this play he presents a phase of chivalry which had
apparently escaped the eyes of many other writers and thinkers of the day, namelyJ the fact that the ideals set up by the
custom are likely to result in the suppression of individual
ethical thinking.

In an age which produced Don QUixote

it is not surprising to find occasionally one who looks below
the surface, and Middleton goes to the heart of the matter.
There is here none of that "insipid levelling mO,r ali ty" of
which Lamb complained in the stage of his ovm day, none of that
"pious confidence," but instead a sure perception of what is
right and action dictated by that perception.
True to his custom

in The

M, IvIr. Galsworthy

presents a social problem which involves not the individual but
all society.

The idea of national honor is made the theme

of dramatic treatment, by means of a very natural Situation,
a war for self-aggrandizement on the part of a powerful
nation against a smaller one.

This fact must be emphasized,

for it is not war itself that the dramatist opposes, but
war whose aims are selfish and political.

On the eve of

the declaration of war, Stephen More is discussing his ideals
with his friends and relatives.

These are all presented to

us as types in Galsworthy's usual manner.

General Sir John

Julian, his father-in-law, is the military man who has utmost
confidence in the country which he has served for fifty years.
Not only does he acoept unhesitatingly the aots of his country,
but he fails to understand how

~ny

patriot can question her

Wisdom and justioe • . His brother, the Dean, has equal
confidenoe.

Mendip, the Editor, while recognizing apparently

a certain justioe in More's contention, nevertheless olings
to convention , and that which is popular.

More, himself, is
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a farseeing statesman. who would apply the rules of chivalry
to dealings between nations.

He realizes that this war will

result in the destruction of a nation and its freedom.

The

others fail to see that this may be a blot upon the honor of
their own nation.

On the contrary. for to them it has reach-

ed the point where "our country's honor is at stake."

Each

endeavors to dissuade More from his purpose to make public
his own attitude, and for various reasons; he is told that
"idealism can be out of place;" that it is "political lunacy"
to attempt to oppose public feeling at the eleventh hour;
that there is "a point where the individual conscience must
resign itself to the public feeling."

To all this his

reply is a question which has a pertinent bearing upon
of the political si tUB. t ,ions of modern life.
hold beliefs only when they're popular?"

~ost

"Is a man to
So he charges the

windmill despite the warnings of these men of affairs, despite
the pleadings of his own wife.

With his conviction of the

justice and truth of his course, he could not do otherwise.
Let the speech which condemned him be his defense. l
"We are about to force our will and our dominion
on a race that has always been free, that lov'e s its country,
and its independence, as muoh as we love ours.

As we are

tender of our own land, so we should be of the lands of others.
I love my country.
raise

my

voice.

It is becaus e I love my country that I
Warlike in spirit. these people may be--but

what chance have they against ourselves.

And wa.r on auch,

however agreeable to ' the blind moment, is odious to the future.

1. The Mob, p.ll.

----
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The great heart of mankind ever beats in sense and sympathy
with the weaker.

It is against this great heart of mankind

that we are going.

In the name of Justice and Civilization we

pursue this policy; but by Justice we shall hereafter be judged,
and by Civilization condemned."
His desire for justice and fair play will not let him
sit quietly in the shadow, even tho war has been declared
before he has delivered his speech.
voiced at all risks.

~he

protest must be

Face to face with the questi on, "W
'ha t

is a man who holds a faith with all his heart to do,?" he
struggles hard to find freedom from the task his conscience
imposes upon him.

When he tells Sir John Julian that he would

give all for the simple creed of faith in his country which
the old soldier possesses, he is speaking the truth.

He

suffers in his devotion to his principles, but like Captain
Ager, he cannot give them up, even vlhen defi ed, revi led and
spat upon by the Mob.
Like Captain Ager, he too, is misunderstood in his
motives.

He is called antipatriot and traitor.

He is

condemned by the mob, to whom he tried to bring a new vision
of patriotism, a new conception of national honor.
ideal is to them a false god.

His

These very people who need it

are they who drive him into utter loneliness.

Indeed, if his

own wife, if men like Mendip and Sir John, fail to comprehend
his ideal, how could the mob be expected to grasp it?

Here

is another example of the hopelessness so .frequently involved .
in Galsworthy's drama.

For while we are quite sure that the

author was in sympathy with the ideals the hero represented,
he is nevertheless, brought to destruction in a scene that is
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grim and. terrible in its intensity.

Nor .has the reader any

hope that the next idealist \nll fare much better.

The one

desperate hope is that such conditions may so shame society
as to spur it to a reform within itself.
:Mr. Galsworthy's drama is in general filled with the
altruistic spirit which is so typical of modern philosophy and
this play is no exception to the rule.

Altho no special ·

event or situation seems to have been in mind in this play, he
certainly wishes to tell the people that there is a danger
in the blind, unthinking patriotism which is conventionally
regarded as the true patriotism.

As with chivalry, there

co rr: es a time when honor is best maintained by )bstinence
from a quarrel.

To apply the same rules to the individual

and to the nation, is sbmewhat novel and gives a valuable
contribution to the social aspect of patriotism.
5.

THE WITCH OF EDMONTON and THE FAITH HEALER.
The Witch of Edmonton is a psychological study of a

supernatural si tuation wl!ich was thoroly real to the
Elizabethans.

Not only does it present a current belief

of the day, but the author himself has no indication of any
doubts whatsoever of the supernatural quality of Mother Sawyer's practices.
terrible

r~ality

Yet the . \ntch scenes are marked by a
and a sympathy which differentiate them

fr om any similar presentation on the Elizabethan stage.
Mother Sawyer, as LaIl!b remarks, is the "plain,traditional
old woman witch"
, who was tormented by the malice and super.

stition of her neighbors and driven into a belief in her own
evil powers.

The whole portrayal of her character is filled
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with tragic intensity whick is however li ghtened by an
occasional touch of human kindness.

A

fine sense of justice

has prompted the author to take care that the figure should
be revealed from several points of view.

So we see her

suffering the persecutions and malignant practices of the
elder Banks.

We see her when in the midst of her paroxysm

. of rage, the tempter appears to bring her to her ruin.

We

see her again surrounded by the mob in the court of the justice,
a poor, forlorn creature, forsaken even by those evil attendants
whom she has served.

We listen to her terrible denunciation

of society and her pathetic wail at the end of the play.
There is no relief from the terrible suffering, even when at
the last she goes off to

executio~.

It is a far cry from such a f igure as this to the
witches of Shakespeare or

Middleton~

They are of another sort

entirely and would lend themselves but hardly to such treatment. ·
In Mr. Moody's Faith Healer, we find a modern treatment of a somewhat similar subject.

As little understood as

was the character of the Elizabethan witch, these remarkable
figures, have appeared at various times thruout the world with
especial frequency in the western part of the United States.
Few people, indeed, in this section but have felt a sense of
awe in the presence of one designated by the community as

"A Faith Healer."

Such an one was Francis Schlatter, from

whose phenomenal career Moody derived the plot for his drama.
Moody's

attitude is frankly that of the questioner who

would gladly find an explanation, a definite bases, even for
this phenomenon which interests while it puzzles.

He makes
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no attempt to lay

down any decision with regard to the

supernatural power of the Healer; the play is not a scientific
discussion in any sense of the word.

He successfully presents

a sympathetic picture of a contemporary socialsi tuation.

The

Faith Healer himself is portrayed vdth much feeling and human
A strange figure who is set apart from others

sympathy.

by his intense religious enthusiasm, he is immediately brought
into opposi tidm to the established order · of things.

Al tho

there is not such persecution as we find in the earlier play,
there is still an aversion to his principles and a skepticism
which takes its place.

Martha is just such a type as in an

earlier civilization would have been first to cry "Witch!"
The utter lack of sympathy displayed by Matthew Beeler, ,by
Doctor Littlefield, by .t he Reverend John Culpepper, is not so
different from the attitudes maintained by the neighbors of
Mother Sawyer.
of

th~

The crowd believes in the supernatural power

Healer, even as the crown believes in the guilt of the

old woman witch and carried her off to the stake, and here the
crowd is ready to vent its anger were it to find its idol
merely clay.
Both plays emphasize the influence of others.

In

Dekker r s conception, it was the power of the mob which first
drove Mother Sawyer to her evil associates.

In the modern

play, the influence of others has almost power to

destr~y

the strength of the Healer, and again it is the presence, the
faith, the hope, the need of others which restores to him his
Mother Sawyer becomes a witch
Michaelis,
that she may wreak vengeance upon her tormentors.

power of miraculous healing.

thinking that Rhoda and earthly love are meant to tempt him
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from his path, almost loses his faith; realizi ng her own
bitter need and the sacred nature of their bond, he is restored
and promises even greater miracles.
·The two plays also reveal - a remarkable difference in
the psychology;--shall we call it?--of the two ages.

Where

the one furnishes an illustration of the ·belief in demonology,
the other shows the more favorable side of the supernatural.
It seems to have been almost impossible for the Elizabethan
mind to conceive

tt

benefic~ent spirit.

In all their dramas,

we find the evil presented with powerful effect.

Shake-

speare and Middleton, as well as Dekker, did much to present
to us the

m~lignant

power of these midnight

feared and dreaded by the people of the day.

h~s

who were

',', hether the

supernatural really existed, whether these evil spirits really
existed, is not a question to be discussed here.

The fact of

interest to us is the continual presence of these beings
in the drama of the period and the remarkable tenacity of
a belief in their power as evidenced in the play under consideration.
In modern times we find a different attitude.

The

presenoe of the malicious spirit is no longer a part of the
current belief.

It is perhaps an outgrowth of the feeling

of secure optimism which iB said to be characteristic of modern
and especially of American life, that these threatening
figures no longer occupy the place of importance in the minds
of the people.
benefic~ent

They have given place to a belief in a

supernatural power.

So we have the healers who

appear sporadically thruout the country, who effect marvelous
things.

Like unheralded meteors, they pass thru the land
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leaving a trail of wondering fo llowers \'/ho admire and beli eve,
amid the scoffing of the skeptic crowd.

But many feel, as

did 1.1r. Hoody, that such phenomena are not to be treated
lightly.

'j.'he secret of the power by wI_ich these miracles

of today are enacted is as dark as the secret of the witch
was to Dekker and his associates.

People no longer fear the

maledictions of a crotchety old neighbor,. but they are inclined
to have a certain degree of awe and reverence for him who
appears as the possessor
health and freedom to his

0=a

miraculous power, which brings

fe~lows.

if Dekker preSell1iea e.

care:ful and thoro stu.dy o:f the old woman witch

of

our

ancestors, Moody has in no less thoro manner presented to us
a vital phase of modern life, the spirited person of

Th~

Faith Healer.
In brief, these are the most vital points upon
which the plays differ.

The social drama of the Elizabethan

period reveals a saner, healthier morality than that found in
the later.

The moral standards presented in The Honest Whore

are superior to those of :Mr. Pinero, by whom the life o:f
the courtesan is represented as filled with luxury and ease.
The sincerity is unquestioned among the work of both periods,
but the morality of the earlier times is markedly superior.
The earlier plays present more adequate solutions to vexing
problems; while the modern drama shows a tendency to put
questions without giving the answer.

Ibsen declared that his.

"vocation was to questi on rather than to answer,"l and this is
true to a great extent of the modern English drama.

The

reader of Shaw, of Houghton, of Galsworthy cannot fail to
1. Quoted by Henderson, Interpreters of Life, etc., p. 277
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perceive the presence of a certain disintegrating criticism
which propuunds problems but does not solve them.

The

earlier plays leave the reader the sense of an adequate
s

solution for the evil¢ revealed.

While Shaw and Galsworthy

in brilliant fashion fling social evils before our eyes,
insistently demanding of the public, "~at are you go ing to do
j

-about it?" Dekker and Heywood quietly presented solutions
which satisfy the esthetic as well as the moral conscience.
A third difference is noted in the treatment of
characters.

Modern playwrights tend to present characters,

not as individuals, but as social generalizations.

The comic

types have been taken over into the realm of serious drama

(

and are used to exploit the ideas of the author.

The will

is subjugated to heredity, and environment and the

dramatis~

persona; become _merely -the mouthpieces for the presentation
of a theory.

On the other hand the characters of the

Elizabethan social plays are treated as individuals, and
are portrayed with sympathy and keen insight, not infrequently
with greater humanity than is found in the later plays.
It may be due to this very difference in aim, that the
modern plays seem somewhat inferior in their presentation of
life.

They are burdened with a superabundance of ideas,--

an obsession that to be worth while, a play must deal with
some social problem.

The" reading of a number of modern plays

leaves in the mind of the reader the sense of a thesis which
continually obtrudes, and which, in many -cases, fails to rise
to those h~ights which mark the boundary line between genius
v and didacticism.
Not that the presence -of a thesis in itself

(.":1
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objectionable; --it is, ind'eedI a most important feature of.
dramatic structure, but the great artist makes the appeal to
the emotions as well as to the intellect.

It is said that

certain German critics believe Shakespeare's tragedies to be
the result of a definite purpose to present some social problem.
Such might indeed be said of the playwrights of today who
appeal chiefly to the intellect.

CHAPTER IV.
THE ARISTOTELIAN PIUNCIPLES APPLIED.

Since the promulgation of Aristotle's theory of
tragedy, it has served as a measure of dramatic
practically all the

di~ferent

literature has taken.

excelle~ce

in

forms which this type of

According to the Aristotelian defini-

tion "Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is serious,
complete and of a certain magnitude; in language embellished
With each kind of artistic ornament, the several kinds being
found in the separate parts of the play; in the form of action,
not of narrative; thru pity and fear effecting the proper
purgation of these emotions."
Probably no other passage in literature has been
provocative of such an array of critical literature, nor the
source of so much confusion amongcritios as has this one
sentence.

Each writer is prone to accept the statement as

true in the main and to give hi's own personal bias as the
true explanation of certain moot points.

In this paper there

is to be no attempt to settle the differences of opinion,
but merely to sum up those points, which seem by general. con-
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sent to be involved in the ·Aristotelian di9tum and to apply
those principles to the plays herein studied.
The ~nturies of study of the Aristotelian definition
/ have yielded six laws of tragedy, which seem ~;ei;:tby the
author, and which are generally observed in the Periclean
tragedy; a seventh essential has been added from the fact that
it seems to characterize the greater part of Greek tragedy.
1.

A tragedy must present a conflict embodying a

reversal of fortune.

This change of fortune should be from

good to bad, and should be the result not oi lTice, but of
error or frailty.l
2.

magnitude.

The action must be complete and of a certain
By complete is meant that the plot must contain

a beginning, a middle and an end.

"A beginning is that

which does not itself follow anything by causal necessity, but
after which follows some other thing, either by necessity
or as - a rule, but has nothing fOllOWin' it.

A mid.d le is

that which follows something as some other thing follows it,. ,,2
"The proper magnitude is comprised within such limits that ,
the sequence of events will admit of a change from bad :fortune
to good or from good fortune to bad. ,,3 .
3.

It is to be presented in verse "Embellished with

every kind of .artistic ornament."

This,Aristotle explains

to mean language into which rhythm, song,and harmony enter.4
4.

The persons involved must be renowned and of
superior attainrnent. 5
1. Aristotle's Poetics, Butcher's translation, XIII,4.
2. Ibid, VII. 3.
3. Ibid, VII, 4.

4. Ibid, VI, .3.
5. Ibid, XIII, 4.
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5.

It is thru

~ity

purgation of these emotions.

and fear to effect the proper
This passage has excited such

diverse critical comment as to render it exoeedingly dangerous
ground.

Whether the Katharsis has reference to the medical

term or another use, we can say positively that according
to Aristotle, tragedy should appeal to the emotions of pity and
fear.

In the practice of the Greek poets, this appeal was to

an egoistic pity and fear.
6.

It must possess a certain inner unity.

Aristotle

nowhere requires the presence of the outer unities but by
inference they have been associated with his definition because
of their prev~lence in the ~ericlean tragedy.6
7.

The conflict should be external, presenting the

individual opposed by fnevitable fate.

This principle is not

a part of the definition given by Aristotle, but it seems to
have been assumed by him to a certain extent.
are exceptions, it characterized most of the

Altho there
Peric~ean

tragedies.
That these principles may be satisfactorily applied
to the social drama it is well that their use in the romantio
tragedy of Shakespeare be summarized.
1.

In the Shakespearean tragedy the conflict

invariably involves a

reve:!:"~l

of fortune, due almost without

exception to presence of some error or frailty in the central
figure.
2.

The plQt is always complete, possessing a

beginning, a middle,and an end.

In most dramas the subordinate

Plot too, is worked . out with nearly as much care as the
6. Ibid, VIII.
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principal plot.
3.
drama.

Verse is recognized as the proper medium for

There is in comedy a slight tendency to mru:e use

of prose, but for tragic scenes, verse is employed almost
without exception.
4.

The emotional appeal is to the same feelings of

egoistic pity and fear which Periclean tragedy aroused.
5.

~he

persons, as in the Greek drama, are of

superior rank and attainments, being in most cases royal
personages.
6.

Shakespearean drama dEparts from Aristotelian

precept in regard to the Unity of the play.

The romantic

drama not onThy disregards the outer unities which were not
declared essential, but also rejeots that unity of plot and
moed which seemed neoessary to the Greek.
ly the many subplots, frequently
spirit, and also

We have consequent-

c ~ ntrasting

in tone and

contrasting scenes witmin the main plot.

This mingling of comic and tragic effect is one of the most
marked innovations of tiis type.
7.

The conflict in the romantic drama is a conflict

within .the character as opposed to the external confliot of
the Greek stage.
In brief, then, 'we may say that the plays of the
Shakespearean type are marked by the retention of the first
five of the Aristotelian prinoiples.

The~ixth

and seventh

are rejeoted absolut.ely.
In the group of social dramas we find that the type
of subject oaused authors· to draw still further away from
preoept.
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1.

Soci a l dramas, if tragedies, ret a in the clas s ical

re quirement of a conflict involving a reversal of f ortune.
This is observed in
'Ii i tch of Edmonton.

A

Woman Killed With Kindness and The

-

-

Uon-tragic social dramas, such as The

Roaring Girl, A Fair Quarrel, and

~

Honest Viliore, naturally

have no reason for ret a ining this principle.
2.

All Elizabethan social dramas require a complete

and well constructed plot, in this agreeing with Greek and
romantic custom.
3.

Verse is retained in the tragic drama and in

many cases in non-tragic, but there is a noticeable tendency
in both types to substitute prose for the more colloquial
and realistic passages.

There seems to have been a feeling

that prose could reprodUce actual life more faithfully than
verse.
The emotional appeal of Elizabethan social

4.

drama also shows a slight variation from the prevailing
romantic style.

While most tragedies, it is true, make an

appeal to the egoistic feelings it is an important mark of
kinship with the modern spirit to find an altruistic appeal
in such plays as the Witch of Edmonton.
5.

The most decided variation from Elizabethan and

romantic fashion is the introduction of the ordinary citizen
as a fit subject for serious drama.

In th is type we find

none of the mighty heroes, none of the glorious princes of
the Shakesperean

dra~a.

but rather, we find Master Frankford.

the country gentleman, Bellafront, the courtesan, and Mother
Sawy·ar

.

the witch , character b Whose appeal is to the very
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everyday life of the London citizen, instead of to his
imagination.
6.

As in the romantic drama, so here we find that

the dramatic unities are not considered essential.
frequently three, sometimes even more plots.

There are

The Elizabethan

staging seems to have especially encouraged such violation of
Greek precedent.

~

The conflict was generally ~erna.1, but here

7.

again, for example, in The Witch of Edmonton we find a tendency
to present an external conflict between the protagonist and his
environment.

There is also a suggestion of an external con- .

flict in The Honest Whore.
1.

The modern social drama is far from the Shake-

spearean type.

The reversal of fortune is retained, the only

possession

all the tragic types hold in common.

w~ich

In

the comic plays, such as Hindle Wakes, this featUre is
necessarily absent.
2.

All the plays considered in this study show

carefully planned, complete plots.

There is, however, a

tendency among modern playwrights to treat their themes in
a photographic manner, to present them as croBs-sections
of life.

This has resulted in the production of semi-

detached scenes, which may present the middle of a plot, but
lack the beginning or end, or both.

An example is found

in The Madras House, by Granville Barker; a more typical
oase is Hauptmann's The Weavera, which consists of three
semi-detached scenes '.
3.

Modern drama shows a compClete departure from

precedent and precept in the unhesitating rejection of
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verse and the introduction of prose as a dramatic medium.
The realistic tendency of modern times demands a medium which
shall be true to the life it represents.
4.

With regard to the appeal to the emotions of

pity and fear, modern drama completes the step begun by the
Elizabethan social drama.

Modern philosophy and modern

civilization are primarily altruistic, so it is not surprising to find the dramatists reflecting this spirit.

The

playwright of today is interested in the problems of the
masses, not of the individual.
5.

In modern social drama, the essence of tragedy

is found inherent in the humble character as well as in the
renouned persons recommended by Aristotle.
over, a tendency to

ma~e

There is, move-

the ills of a whole class the sub-

ject of dramatio treatment, with the result that the characters
frequently became type characters.

Such is frequently the

casein Galsworthy's plays, as well as in many of Shaw's and
Houghton's.
6.

Upon the matter of unity, there is in the modern .

plays a return to the Greek ideal.

All the modern plays

considered possess unity of plot and mOOd, that inner unity
so commended by Aristotle.

There is no instance of the

mingling of tragic and comic scenes, and there is seldom
even the introduction of a slightly comic situation in the
modern tragedy.

There is also a return to the unities of

time and place.

In The Faith Healer, Hindle Wakes, and

Candida the events of the play occur within the limit of
twenty-four hours; (The number is about twelve in Candida)
The Second

~.

Tangueray and The 1IDb both fail to observe
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unity of time since some months elapse during the progress
of the former, and

sever~l

wee ks in the latter.

These

two plays also violate unity of place, each showing one
scene which is laid at a distance from the others.

The other

three possess unity of place, with the exception of the first
scene in Hindle

'i~ akes,

but that violation is scarcely important

enough to be so ' cOllsidered.
7.

The conflict in the modern plays is external,

as opposed to the internal co nflict of the Shakespearean
drama.

The hero is placed in opposition to the forces of

heredity and environment, which control his actions in much
the same way as did
find

1~s.

t~e

Fate of the Greek drama.

Hence, we

Tanqueray a victim of the social conditions with

which her life brought into conflict as well as of her own
nature.

Stephen More is defeated by the brute force of

The ·Mob.

A brief application of these principles to the
plays included in th i s study follows.
The Roaring Girl alone of this group may be classed
as pure comedy and conse quently may be expected to differ
widely from the laws of tragedy.
fortune in the life

0

There is no reversal of

f 1.1011, for at the clos e of the play,

she is just where she was at the beginning.

'r o be sure,

there is a reversal from bad to .good in the fortunes of
Sebastian Wengrave ana his love, but that is hardly
sufficient for this requirement.

Tne

~ctionis

complete;

the persons are of the middle and tradesmen's class.

The
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medium is varied; both prose and poetry appearing.

The

inner uni t"'j is lacking, because of the presence of' the t wo
plots, altho/ these are somewhat

more closely interwoven

than in the two plays just discussed.
are ignored.

The outer unities

There is naturally! no appeal to the emotions

~ aff;,cted by tragedy.

Such external conflict as is found is

t hat between convention and Moll.
The Second 1rrs. Tanqueray does not involve a reversal
of fortune in the strict sense of the word.

There is ) instead

.

a regular descent from the beginning to the end · of the play.
This descent is however, partly the result of the frailty
of the central figure, and to that extent fulfills the first
requirement.

The action fs complete and is developed with

masterly skill.
presentation.

The author has effectively mastered dramatic
The persons presented are, contrary to

Arist.o telian di ctttii, of the middle class. the ordinary peopl e
{ i.-

who form so lar, a part of real life.

His medium is a

sJ.·m~le
l!
•

direct prose, in contrast to the ornamented verse of the Greek
drama and the Elizabethan.
reasons.

This change is due to several

It is more natural and seems to reproduce more

realistically the conversation of ordinary life.

To the wri te'rs

of the last half century, poetry seems reserved for romantic
subjects and for the

-t

close~

drama.

There has,until quite

recently, been serious doubt whether the poetic drama could
ever again hold its former place on the stage.

The play

possesses the inner unity, a single tragic effect which
.

t..

A1~stotle

found essential, but has neither unity of time nor

of place.

On the fourth count there is again a difference.

Instead of the egoistic fear and pity which places one's self
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in the situation of the pFotagonist, he appeals to an altruistic
feeling, with the greater emphasis upon the feeling of pity.
The conflict as in most of the modern plays is external.
True, Paula fails l argely thru her own defec.ts of character ,
but these defects are such as
lifej and her environment.

~

result from her former

True to the modern philosophical

spirit, Pinero substitutes heredity and environment for the
Greek Fate, and the modern dramas are presented as just as
inevitable as those wherein the protagonish struggled blindly
against fate.
The Mob embodies a reversal of fortune in the
struggle of Stephen
into the people.

More~

to instill his

0\"I!l

high ideals

The action is complete with

middle, and end.

beginning~

More, himself is, to· be sure, a man of

superior attainments and holding a position of importance
in the state, but that is scarcely sufficient to say that he
fulfills the requirement for "Characters renowned."
play is written in prose of a superior quality.

The

The

emotions aroused are very similar to those of the Antigone)
in which the appeal is chiefly egoistic.
effect is produced.

A single tragic

The unity of time is violated, for

the last scenes take place several weeks after the first.
All the scenes, save one, ·the street scene, are laid at
More's home.

The conflict is both internal and external, but

the latter is of greater importance.

Stephen More is forced

to make his decision., which, like that of Antigone, places
him in conflict with all the forces of tradition and oonventi on.

These forces inevitably defeat him.

There is

also a conflict of ideas,--for Galsworthy's plays are all
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presentations of ideas,--a conflict

the old belief

betwe~n

that patriotism consisted in upholding one's country under
every situation, and the new idea that patriotism consists
of upholding the right.

Like all preachers of new doctrine ,

the protagonist is a martyr to his cause.
Hindle Wakes, The Faith Healer, and Candida are not
primarily tragic and consequently are not to be considered
as adhering to tragic construction, yet they
follow the lines of modern tragedy.

do~

largely

Hindle Wakes is a

drama in which the place of the reversal of fortune is
supplied by the substitution of a new idea for a co nvention
of long standing.

The plot may be said to be complete,

but it differs largely from the earlier plays.
is built about a

8i~gle

The play

incident which has taken place

before the curtain rises.

This incident and its consequenoes

are revealed to us thru the dialect of the humble millfolk
of Lancashire, who present us the story.

There is a mingling '

of the comic and serious plot, vnth the emphasis on the
former.

Nevertheless, the lesson that Houghton would

teach is not slighted by the presence of the humor.

Unity

of time is strictly observed, exactly twenty-four hours
elapse between the first and last scenes.
only is laid in the HawthGrne home.
place in the

Jeffcot6~8

The first soene

All the others take

breakfast room.

There is, naturally,

no appeal to the tragic emotions, but r.a.ther to the reader's
sense of justice.

The vonflict here as in Galsworthy'a

plays is the conflict of ideas.

Fanny, personifying the new

spirit of freedom and individualism) is opposed by her
parents and Jeffcote who adhere to the conventional ideals.
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The Faith Healer retains a few of the Aristotelian
principles.

There is a slight reversal of fortune in the

fact that the young enthusiast for a time loses confidence
in hiw own powers; this however, is at least partially
retrieved before the end of the play.

There is a complete

plot, artistically constructed and presented in realistic
prose, despite the author's original intention to deal with
his theme in verse.

It seems that the conventions of the

modern stage were too great, or his own conviction of the
appropriateness of verse for such drama was too weak for
such a radical step.

The characters are the ordinary

farmers and tradesmen of -the Middle west with their simplicity
of life and manners.

The play possesses inner unity;

~he

plot is carried swiftly and directly forward without hindrance
of any sort.

There is also unity of place, all the scenes

taking place in the same room of Matthew Beeler's farmhouse;
and unity of time as the whole action is included within the
time covered by twenty-four hours.

The tragic emotions

are aroused to s ome extent when we find the protagonist in
doubt of his powers.

In spite of the hope of the closing

words, the general impression is that of tragedy, yet, neither
in the Greek nor the Elizabethan sense.

The author has

succeeded in arousing something of the same doubt which he
must have felt in the presence of such phenomena.
conflict is external, involving

~he

The

influence of environment

upon the powers of the protagonist.
George Bernard Shaw's Candida is,according
some critics , to be classed as tragedy.

to

If this classifica-

tion is correct , it will involve for most of us a recon-
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struction of our idea of

~ragedy.

Two critics have

endeavored to help us out in such a task, the one l with
The Second

~.

Tangueray in mind; the other

Bernard Shaw's Candida.
entered here.

2

with

The question is too great to be

Suffice it to point out wherein Candida

departs from the Aristotelian idea.
In the first place there is no real reversal of
fortune discovered in the play, altho Morell is convinced
that the reversal is to take place, which is the same, so
far as he is concerned, but produces a different effect
upon the audience.

The ending is happy, but ISr. Hale _

assures us that the unhappy ending is by no means essential
for tragedy.

There is a complete plot; but true to !.Ir-.

Shaw's own theory, there is very little incident and very
much conversation.

The characters are Hourgeois, a

Christian Socialist clergyman, his family and a ssistants
an d a peer's nephew.

The medium is Ur. Shaw's

scintillating prose.

All the unities are observed in

spite

of Mr. Shaw's own opinion that it is nonsense to

talk of dramat i c unit y
pre s er-t a c onfli ct.
cf

Ii1~ ~ gaill st

man.

'dne ll t ne

:pur p os e of t he dra ma is t o

i.n th is play t he c on flict i s

1~. e i

t har

fat e , nor is it quite defined as man against

It lies in the

con~rast

between "the idea of the artist

and the idea of the father, the citizen, the respectable
everyday man.

Pictures of this strife, if they be broad and

general give us the tragic ele~ent."3
1. W. L. Courtney, The ~ of Tragedy.
2. ~ . E. Hale, Jr. Our Idea of Tragedy in 1.1odern Dramatists.
3. Hale, l;Iodern Dramatlst"B," 'p. 232. Ourldea of Tragedy.
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It is somewhat difficult to think of Candida as
a tragedy because t he' appeal is primarily to the intellect
rather than to the feeling.

While our 'ym;athies are

aroused in this play more frequently than in most of this
author's plays, we are still impressed with the faot that
first of all J.:r. Shaw has an idea to put befo re the people.
This obsession tODfrequently interferes vath the dramatic
skill of the playwright.
A Woman Killed with Kindness is a tragedy presenting a reversal of fortune in the fall of the Wife, her
punishment and death as the result of her sin.

In this

case, the change of fortune is due to the ff{tJ.ity of Mi~tress
Frankford which is played upon by the villainy of Wendoll.
The action is complete and is exceptionally well organized,
despite the presence of a secondary plot, which is not
equally effective.

The characters involved, as in most of

the realistic and social dramas, and contrary to the romantic
practice of contemporary writers, are of the middle class.
The only superior qualities found are discovered in the
moral attitude

0

f t:aster Frankford, --which is scarcely

sufficient to satisfy the requirement of persons renouned
and of superior attainments.

Like other dramatists of

his day, Heywood wrote in verse, itself an evidence of the
romantic influence about him.

The single tragic effect

which the main plot alone might · produce is marred by the
presence of a jarring underplot and various jarring scenes
which also
~plot

is a result of contemporary influenoe.

This

also interferes with the outer unities, altho,

to be sure ,

the author has made no noticeable attempt
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to follow them.

The appeal is chiefly to the emotion of

pity, but it is not altogether the egoistic pity which the
Greek play excited.

The conflict is internal; nor is it

altogether the conflict within the wife which defeats her
and renders her subject to the punishment planned by her
husband.
The Witch.£f Edmonton is the second of the group
of social dramas which is cast in the form of tragedy.

The

reversal of fortune involves the transformation of a harmless old woman into a fiendish agent of hell.

As in most

Elizabethan plays, the plot is complete and possesses the
required magnitude.

persons involved in the Mother

~he
()

Sawyer story are of the

l~west

types of bourgeoisie; those

of the Thorney' story are very little higher in rank.

Nor

do the authors follow Aristotelian or romantic convention
sufficiently to make these characters exceptions in their
chall.

Mother Sawyer is the ordinary old woman who is

driven by

persecut~~J

Woman Killed

~

into her evil practices.

Like The

Kindness, The Witch of Edmonton is

largely written in verse, but contains some prose, especially
in the more colloquial passages.

The two plots make

decidedly different appeals to the emotions; the Thorney
story makes the customary' appeal to the egoistic emotions.
while the Sawyer plot makes much the same appeal to
altruistic pity as that found

~n

much of the modern drama.

This is a treatment .seldom found in Elizabethans, who were
not prone to present the misfortunes of others in sympathetic
manner.
an~

The use of two plots is by Aristotle condemned

here we find that the unity is indeed broken by the
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presence of two distince threads which are not closely
woven together.

The fact that both plots involve tragedies

is scarcely sufficient for the reader. who is nevertheless conscious of a closer harmony than that revealed by The
Honest Whore or .A Fair Quarrel.
is presented as external.

In both plots the conflict

I'ilother Sawyer is driven by her

persecutors into such despair that she believes
"'Tis all one,

To

be a witch as to be counted one."

Frank Thorney's crime is partly the result of the fradlty
of his own nature, but the author has also given significance
to the fact that Mother Sawyer's familiar. the Dog, rubs
against him just before the murder is committed.
The three remaining plays in

~he ~ lizabethan

group cannot be classed as tragedy, for all possess the
happy. end ing.

On the other hand they cannot be termed

comedies because each is built upon a serious theme.

These

seriOUS domestic dramas naturally differ from the tragic
structure, yet approach so near that one is justified in
applying to them the principles of tragedy.
The Honest Whore. in both Part I and Part II
presents a conflict in which the reversal of fortune is from
bad to good, the result. not of frailty. but of strength
in each part; the plot of the two plays combined has also
completeness.

The persons of the central plot are of the

bourgeois class. but ' are slightly connected wi th the
aristocratic class, which appears in the romantic plot. and
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wi th the lower class of tradesmen which appears in the comic
story.

The heroine, Bellafront, while possessing certain

superior endowments is nowhere presented to us a truly
tragic character.

A great deal of prose is introduced,

especially in the more realistic and comic scenes.

The

presence of the several plots is contrary to Aristotelian
theory and classic practice.

The comic plot is very loesely

connected with the others and might well be dispensed wi th,
were it not for the delightful creation of Candido.

There

is considerable difficulty in any attempt to apply the
Aristotelian doctrine of Katharsis to
ing plays.

The con£lict is internal.

t ~ is

and the follow-

In common with the

greatest playwright of his time, Dekker makes the will the
source of the failure or success of his protagonist.

It is

her own moral courage which saves Bellafront from a failure
like that of Paula Tanqueray.
In A Fair Quarrel, also, the reversal of fortune is
from bad to good.

The plot is complete with its climax at

the sudden accusation Of cowardice, which gives Ager a
chance to fight, and its resolution in Lady Ager's confession of her deception.

This plaY,more nearly than any

of the others approaches the Aristotelian requirement of
characters "renowned and o.f superior attainments."

Yet

Ager, in spite of his superior character is far removed from
the Greek, or even the Shakespearean hero.

Nevertheless,

we cannot but feel that Ager is in many ways the ideal hero
despite the fact that he is a private individual and of the
middle class as well.

Verse and prose both appear.

All

the unities are ignored, none more so than the unity of plot.
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Indeed, the subordinate plots of this play seem to have very
little relation to the main story, and were quite evidently
used to please the rabble.

The appeal is to the egoistic

The conflict is internal, for altho Ager is

emotions.

placed in opposition to cO': lvention, it is by his

OIVIl

ha,d-won decision that he is so placed.
In general, 'l'le may characterize the so c ial drama
of the two periods as adhering to very few of the Aristotelian
principle s.

I n the plays of both periods there is generally

a complete plot, altho there is a tendency among modern
naturalists to present the drama, not as a complete action,
but as a "slice of life."

The reversal of fortune is riot

always deemed necessary, but is commonly found, a conflict
of some sort is always present;--generally in the earlier
plays, consisting of a conflict between man and man, or
within the hero himself; and in the recent plays frequently
consisting in the conflict against environment and heredity,
or in the most "modern"plays, a conflict of ideas.
characters are invariably

/.

bourgeo~s.

The

The medium in the

Elizabethan is principally verse, altho the frequency with
which prose is introduced, reveals to us the fact that these
realistic plays were couched in verse because of the overwhelming popularity of the romantic fashion.

The modern

plays are all prose, a fact due chiefly to the realistic
tendenci es of the l ,a ter nineteenth century.

The latter

also display a tendency to observe all the unities.
Scaroely any modern play can be found which does not possess
the inner unity, altho not always all the outer unities.
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In almost all cases, for lnstance, in Hauptmann's Weavers
there is noticeable a certain unity of mood which quite
fulfills the Aristotelian demand.

On the contrary, the

Elizabethans seem to have delighted in the conjunction of
contrasting plots and characters.

~his

change may likewise

be attributed to a movement of the nineteenth century,-the spread of the naturalistic spirit--an excess of realism.
Another result of this same spirit is the altruistic appeal
which is in almost every modern play of any importance.
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CONCLUSION.
Altho generalizations regarding dramat ic fo r ms are rather
uncertain, this comparison suggests a few conclusions which may
sum up the whole.

In thought and ethioal oontent the Elizabethan

drama is generally superior to the modern drama. altho one need
not go farther than the Dresent study to find exoeptions to this
statement.

Upon the whole the most notioeable defeots of the

drama of today a r'e as follows:

an appeal to the intelleot, to

the almost entire exclusion of emotional interest; the presence
of a destruotive and disintegrating critioism whioh

te l~rs

down

existing idea ls but fails to supply a satisfaotory substitute;
the dominanoe of a thesis .hich is often unnecessarily
obtrusive; the presentation of type charaoters and type
situations.

The cause

o~

these mistakes is to be found in the

modern tendency toward realism. which inSists upon possible
characters and situations, does away with the conception of
dramatic charaoters a s individuals. and emphasi?e \ the didactio
element.

The Elizabethans owed to the romantio convention their

ability to conceive characters ae individuals, and this ability .
is largely resp ')nsible for their truer psychology and their high
ethioal accomplishment: sympathy and humanitarian conceptions are
surer and more easily

att ~ ined

when applied to a partioular

situation.
In form, Elizabethan social drama was already showing a
tendency t c depart from r omdntic fushion. but t he greatest
changes wer e reserved for the modern dramatists.

From i t s very -

nature sooial drama mus t present bourgeois characters.

The

complex plots of Dekker and Middleton have given plaoe to the
~ ompact plots of Pinero or the Plots of the Naturalistio sohool

"a oross seotion of life".

Verse has given way t) prose as the

"
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more natural medium for the presentation of real life.

There

has been also a return to the Greek unities in marked contrast
to t he Elizabethan looseness of structure.

Upon the \vhole

the r e has been a marvelous gain in dramatic teohnique, due
partly to changing conditions of the stage, and partly to
naturalistio ideals of art.
Nhioh plays are better on the whole?
early to judge.

It is as

~'et

too

The social drama of today is in its infancy.

It was the first dramatic type to develop in the present time
and now stands just where the Elizabethan social

dr~~a

stood

when the Puritans, for whom it should have had an especial
interest, withdrew t heir support from the theatre.

The nine-

teenth century witnessed the return of this same element.

Whut

the Elizabethan drama might have done had it not been cut short
in its growth, and what the modern social drama may become when
the new romantic and symbolistio movements have aided in moIling
it into final form we cannot guess.

But we oan look with

oonsiderable pride at the fact that the drama of tOday is
so arcely inferior in moral quality, while it i s vastly superior
to the Elizabethan drama in technique.
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